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The secret life of the sensational woman behind the Morgan masterpieces, who lit up New York
society.What would you give up to achieve your dream? When J. P. Morgan hired Belle da Costa
Greene in 1905 to organize his rare book and manuscript collection, she had only her
personality and a few years of experience to recommend her. Ten years later, she had shaped
the famous Pierpont Morgan Library collection and was a proto-celebrity in New York and the art
world, renowned for her self-made expertise, her acerbic wit, and her flirtatious relationships.
Born to a family of free people of color, Greene changed her name and invented a Portuguese
grandmother to enter white society. In her new world, she dined both at the tables of the highest
society and with bohemian artists and activists. She also engaged in a decades-long affair with
art critic Bernard Berenson. Greene is pure fascination—the buyer of illuminated manuscripts
who attracted others to her like moths to a flame.
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GREENESeated massively at his desk that day in 1905, John Pierpont Morgan seemed lost in
thought. He hardly even bothered to look up when his nephew Junius appeared before him with
a slim, grey eyed girl in tow.… Scarcely out of her teens, “quaking with fear and shaking like an
aspen,” Belle da Costa Greene began her career as head of the Pierpont Morgan Library.—
Time, 19491I really must be grudgingly admitted the most interesting person in New York, for it’s
all they seem to talk about.—Belle da Costa Greene, 19112IT BEGAN, OF COURSE, at the
Library. A small elegant white marble building, it sat tucked around the corner from Madison
Avenue on a quiet block of East Thirty-sixth Street. Nearly complete at the end of 1905, it would
soon house J. Pierpont Morgan’s private office and his growing collection of European art, rare
books, and manuscripts. For Morgan, it was a quiet, private retreat a few blocks from his
Manhattan residence, away from the demands of his Wall Street office. The businessman was
aging. The aggressive—some would say rapacious—growth of his financial capital was no
longer the center of his energies. “Mr. Morgan’s Library” would become his retreat from the
frantic world of finance, and an outlet for his new interest in acquisitions of a different sort. As
quickly as tariff laws could be reformed, Morgan was bringing European art and Western culture
to New York. Not many there had yet seen his treasures.When she arrived at Morgan’s Library
for her first appointment with the great man that winter, Belle da Costa Greene was a complete
unknown in the New York worlds of society and art. Her family had lived in Manhattan for a
decade, but she was currently residing in Princeton, New Jersey, working at Princeton
University’s library. Her father was gone; her mother and the eldest children had struggled to
support the family. With a brother in graduate school, two younger sisters to help support, and
an appetite for intellectual challenge, Belle was ambitious for professional development and
money. At Princeton she had begun her informal studies of rare books and illuminated
manuscripts, and she caught the attention of Assistant Librarian Junius Morgan, a Princeton
graduate with an avid interest in early books. Junius had been helping his more famous uncle
with his developing library, which was now overflowing his home study and the attic storage



room of the Lenox Library. He wanted to be sure the priceless and often unique manuscripts
would be in good hands. Surely the elder Morgan would not object to hiring a young unknown
woman, if she had ability. J. Pierpont appreciated talent wherever he found it, and everyone
knew he had an eye for beautiful women.So Belle found herself approaching the new building on
Thirty-sixth Street one winter day in late 1905. It is a wonderful moment to imagine, this meeting.
Of course, she was nervous, perhaps even terrified, but her face would not have betrayed it.
Passing through the solid metal doors, feeling the mosaic stone floors of the vaulted foyer ring
beneath her heels, she stepped into a building that sought to re-create the architecture and
artistry of ancient Greece and Renaissance Italy. Today tall lapis lazuli pillars pull a visitor’s gaze
upward to high arching ceilings painted in the style of the Italian Renaissance masters. These
paintings were among the last touches added to the Library and were probably not there for her
first visit. Three interior doors flanked the entryway. To the left was the West Room, Morgan’s
office; to the right was the East Room, which became the reading room for visitors. The North
Room was straight ahead, directly opposite the imposing entrance. This office would soon be
hers. These doors, these high frescoed ceilings, damask and tapestried and art-laden walls, the
heavy wood shelves soon to house the collected treasures—these would become her home and
her legacy.We do not know what words were exchanged, what first impressions were made, yet
we can imagine the two sizing each other up: Mr. Morgan trying to judge her ability and her
character; Miss Greene anxious to impress and trying not to try too hard, making her own
judgments of the notorious man now quizzing her. They certainly made a very odd couple.
Morgan was a formidable figure, gruff, blunt, and used to getting his way. A large man with a
bulbously scarred nose and small dark eyes, he glared ferociously out at the world. This was the
man who had the power to sway—and save—the national economy, and who was single-
handedly bringing more artwork, including the manuscripts that were already Belle’s passion, to
Manhattan. In turn-of-the-century New York, no one was more famously and infamously powerful
than J. Pierpont Morgan. He had grown up in modest wealth but had made his own enormous
fortunes speculating in the Civil War and leading the movement of capital into new technologies
(railroads, steel, oil, electricity) and the development of corporate monopolies. At the age of sixty-
eight, Morgan was also more than forty years Belle’s senior.By contrast, Belle da Costa Greene
was small and slender, her dainty figure squeezed even thinner into the wasp-waisted corsets of
the period’s fashion. Her delicate silhouette only accentuated his bullishness. By all accounts
she was as beautiful as she was brilliant, although her beauty was usually qualified as exotic or
unusual. With a cloud of dark hair and huge eyes, olive skin, and a proud carriage, she dressed
elegantly and conducted herself with poise and dignity beyond her apparently youthful age.
Later reports estimated that she was only eighteen, nineteen, at most twenty-one, when she first
came to Mr. Morgan’s Library.Belle knew that her chosen work as a librarian hardly fit the image
and attitude that her flamboyant, mischievous soul demanded. “Just because I am a librarian …
doesn’t mean I have to dress like one,” she reportedly boasted.3 And she didn’t. Often described
as wearing fashionable gowns with brilliant jewels and a large silk handkerchief that she used



with dramatic effect, Belle da Costa Greene was no typecast librarian. Nor did she perform her
tasks quietly and demurely. Still, for most of her adult life, Belle oversaw Morgan’s growing
collection of rare books and art housed at his new building. Oddly kindred spirits, the two
became partners in the acquisition of manuscripts and art and were suspected of being lovers—
a rumor both denied. (Belle reputedly quipped, “We tried,” when asked whether she had been
his mistress.)4 Morgan, secure in his tremendous wealth and his even more intimidating
reputation, could occasionally turn off the bluster and turn on the charm. Belle, confident beyond
her age and experience, could turn off the charm and turn on the bluster.Rumor and speculation
swirled around the young Belle Greene; she was notorious in her time. Her uncertain
background did not prevent her from gaining access to the dinner tables and salons of the rich
and the famous. She became a local celebrity in New York. Protected by her position as
Morgan’s librarian and confidante, she shocked, impressed, disgusted, and delighted those who
knew her with her alternately dignified and coarse manner, her acerbic and sometimes stinging
tongue, and her indomitable vitality and presence. People still tell tales that highlight her
outrageous behavior, her haughty power, and her legendary and unusual beauty. Some even
write ghost stories in which she haunts the Morgan Library, protecting her treasures and her
reputation from would-be thieves and disrespectful biographers.5Most of those who remember
her today are scholars, librarians, and museum curators—those whose work keeps them in
constant touch with her strongest legacy. She had, as one admirer put it, “transformed a rich
man’s casually built collection into one which ranks with the greatest in the world.”6 And she was
lauded as a leading scholar, although she had never worked in academia or published scholarly
books or articles. During her lifetime it was these fellow lovers and protectors of books and art
who filled her professional and social calendar. But she also cut a much broader social swath
through New York and in Europe. Opera stars, actresses, artists from the avant-garde to
traditional portraitists, poets, political activists and politicians from socialists to presidents,
newspaper editors, writers, millionaires, Wall Street traders, and European royalty and
aristocracy—all invited her to their tables and called her a friend. The grand elite and bohemian
bevies of New York City in the first half of the twentieth century felt her touch, as did their
counterparts in London, Paris, Rome, and Florence. She was a beloved “daughter” of priests and
bishops, including Cardinal Ratti, who would become Pope Pius XI. But her favorite “Petit Saint
Pere” (Dear Sainted Father) was Father Henri Hyvernat, who worked with her on one of
Morgan’s most famous purchases, a collection of Coptic Christian manuscripts discovered in
Egypt in 1911. The task of repairing, copying, and publishing a catalogue describing this
fantastic find took over three decades and was typical (although on a larger scale than most) of
the work Belle oversaw every day in her position as the Morgan librarian.In her twenties and
thirties Belle lived in a seemingly endless whirl of work and fun, toiling over her priceless art
treasures and ancient manuscripts by day, and enjoying wild nights of opera and theater,
cigarettes and champagne by night. Her daytime work and her nightlife often stood in stark
contrast to one another, but there was never any doubt which took priority. Her friends knew that



she loved the party life of a socialite. One described her as a woman “who arrests even the
casual if astute observer with her overflowing joie de vivre and impresses him as having the best
of times in this best of all possible worlds.” But if any male admirer attempted to follow up on an
evening flirtation by visiting her at the Library the next morning, he would quickly find himself
back out in the street, “moved to a higher admiration or cursing the well-known caprice of
woman, according to his own equipment.”7 Eventually, she reached a level of professional
stature that few women of her generation were able to attain. An independent and impatient
soul, Belle never married. Nevertheless, she did become “hipped,” as she put it in her customary
slang, to a new man once or twice a year and took several lovers. New York was on the cusp
between Victorian ideals and modernity. Belle was far from alone in flouting the traditions of
monogamy and marriage, but she was in an unexpectedly vulnerable and exposed
position.Slightly exotic compared with the “old-stock” Americans of western and northern
European ancestry who worked and socialized with Morgan and his peers, Belle’s physical
appearance prompted much comment. Belle herself attributed her beige complexion to a
Portuguese grandmother, like the hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers who were adding their
southern and eastern European faces to the mixture of American ethnicities. But one of Belle’s
secrets that she did not keep very successfully was that her darker features came not from one
Portuguese grandparent but from two African American parents of mixed ancestry.Belle could
not have achieved the social and professional prominence she did at the turn of the twentieth
century had she been completely open about her background. She certainly could not have
reached such heights without her quick wit, fearless persona, and extraordinary ability to handle
millionaires, art dealers, scholars, and the occasional obsessed would-be or ex-suitor. Scholars
estimate that thousands of people of mixed ancestry left communities of color to live as white
every year in the early twentieth century.8 Had Belle followed her mother and siblings into
historical obscurity, she and they would have been simply a few more anonymous members of
this quiet response to segregation and racism. But when Belle met J. P. Morgan on that fateful
day in 1905, she stepped out of obscurity and into history.It is not exactly a rags-to-riches story;
Belle’s childhood was not one of poverty. But she and her family did live with prejudice, even as a
relatively comfortable family of color, or light-skinned “Negroes”—the polite term of the time
roughly equivalent to today’s “African American.” Her family’s history includes enslavement and
active struggle against at first slavery, then against segregation, and always against
discrimination and racism. And she did not end up marrying riches, or even becoming
independently wealthy—at least not by the standards of the Morgans and their ilk. But she
certainly did achieve privilege. And she did so despite constant rumors about her ancestry and
her identity.Belle’s emergence from nowhere into such an intoxicating existence evokes
Americans’ love of the self-made man—or woman, in this case. This heroic figure re-creates
herself in the open opportunities of America’s society and economy, making her fortune through
hard work, character, and ability. In this myth there are no insurmountable obstacles to wealth,
no uncrossable lines dividing the democratic society. That there are so few examples of actual



self-made men, and fewer still of women, illuminates the real power of social class to restrict
opportunity. But it was a story many believed in, and Belle was one of them. In some sense she
absolutely was a self-made woman, a success story of the promise of the American dream. But
the patronage and protection of J. Pierpont Morgan and his son were crucial to her rise.When
Belle stepped out into the cold winter air of Manhattan after her interview with Morgan, her life
had changed. She could not yet have realized how much. She knew she had a job, a good job,
working for an important man to whose rare-book collection she would now have access. With a
starting salary of $75 a month, almost twice what she was making at Princeton, she must have
returned to her family exultant. Her mother, now well into her sixties, could stop working; her
sisters could continue their schooling. And she had found a mentor and defender of
unprecedented power in Morgan.Belle’s story is a compelling one for many reasons. The force
of her personality alone explains her strong presence in the memories and imaginations of many
who knew her and knew of her. I confess I have, like many of her contemporaries and peers,
succumbed to the vitality of her presence as it lingers in the stream-of-consciousness scrawl of
her letters. The energy and personality that so many of her contemporaries marveled at leap off
the page and reveal a woman who was constantly thinking and learning and seeking inspiration
and new ideas. Belle was capable of laughing sarcasm and gentle empathy. She could be
brutally succinct in her dismissal even of people whom she respected and loved. (“If a person is
a worm, you step on him,” she apparently said.)9 She habitually numbed herself with work, with
play, perhaps with alcohol as well, certainly with parties and socializing. But she also was
capable of deep introspection, taking spiritual retreats—more and more as she reached middle
age. Throughout her life she spent long hours reading, losing herself in her thoughts, staring into
a favorite piece of art, or leafing through a beloved manuscript. It was in the art and the
manuscripts that she purchased and cared for that she left her mark on the world.I have learned
a fair amount about the art and book worlds that Belle Greene worked in and about the rare
illuminated manuscripts she treasured and often purchased. Wherever I went to read her
archived correspondence, researchers around me were looking at ancient yellowing
manuscripts, brightly colored pages of medieval biblical texts, or photographs of pre-restoration
Italian Renaissance frescoes. And I have found myself haunting the Internet stores for the
relatively rare, relatively expensive original editions of printed books in my own field of history,
infected perhaps by this “gentle madness” of bibliomania that Belle and many of her cronies
manifested.10 It is my hope that something of this world will come through in this book. But I
approached this project with the gaze, experience, and tools not of an art scholar or a
paleographer but of a social historian and a biographer.The result is a study that focuses on
Belle de Costa Greene’s background and experiences, on the social worlds and times she
inhabited. Belle grew up in the struggling elite community of people of color in Washington, D.C.,
and eventually lived as a nominally white upper-middle-class New Yorker. In the earliest
chapters, when we have very little direct evidence of Belle the child, Belle the schoolgirl, Belle in
her first library experiences, the social and cultural history serves to reconstruct the period and



places in which she lived. Even in the central chapters, when Belle’s voice and the voices of her
contemporaries offer rich descriptions of her experiences in the 1910s and 1920s, the cultural
context plays an important role. Belle lived through two world wars and suffered losses in each of
them. She saw social norms open up—for women, for sexual expression, for eccentricity—and
close again. She rode financial booms up the economic ladder to privilege, and watched the
stock market crash and fail to recover for a decade. She lived in New York as it transformed itself
from an island city into a multiborough modern metropolis of skyscrapers and motor cars,
connected by bridges and tunnels, first competing with and then surpassing European cities in
size and power.That one woman lived in so many different worlds offers the opportunity to
examine this history through the eyes of an individual and watch a single person navigate her
way through the cultural shifts of communities and time. Belle lived in a series of social realities,
moved in and out of different circles (sometimes permanently), and embraced complicated
public identities. Of course, we all live in multiple worlds, bringing different parts of ourselves to
those we encounter in each world. We all have multiple identities and parts of ourselves that we
keep separate from others. In Belle’s time this was even more true than it is today. At the turn of
the twenty-first century, hardly a public figure emerges without a written or televised biography
explaining his or her personal and family background and its impact on his or her career or
public activities. But in her generation Belle was not alone in scorning personal history as
irrelevant, in destroying personal papers, and in maintaining very different public and private
personas.Her attitude on this issue throws some obstacles into the path of those who have tried
to tell her story, including myself. Belle was remarkably successful in limiting and controlling
publicity about her private life both during and after her lifetime. No published study of Belle
exists. A number of essays and a few public lectures focus on her, and she appears in
biographies of Morgan and the other great men in her life, most notably Bernard Berenson. The
absence of more published information is due in no small part to her decision to burn all of her
personal papers shortly before her death, in 1950. And, as her own protégée and friend Dorothy
Miner wrote in her posthumous tribute collection, Studies in Art and Literature for Belle da Costa
Greene, few of her intimates felt they really knew her well.11Had Belle not destroyed her own
papers, someone else would surely have tried to write her story much sooner. Despite the lack
of information, Belle has been an object of curiosity and interest to many people during her
lifetime and since her death, particularly within the fields of art and book history and among
librarians. Did she have any formal training in librarianship or rare books? Did she know that one
of her lovers, the famous art critic Bernard Berenson, was a secret business partner of the
Duveens, art dealers with whom she worked for decades? Did she know more about the deals
and deceptions, forgeries and unknown treasures, that haunted the world of art collecting? Was
her relationship with Morgan or his son more than friendship? Did her relationships with men
hide, as a few observers suspected, intimate affairs with women? Did she retain any
connections to members of her family—especially her father—who, unlike her, openly identified
with their black ancestry? How did she identify herself racially?This book cannot answer all of



these questions. Belle took some secrets, especially about her early life and career, to her grave.
And the friends and colleagues who knew her best have passed away. So too have her siblings,
who might have been greatly affected had her story been told during their lifetimes. Belle was
not completely successful, however, in destroying her papers. She left shelves full of her
professional, and occasionally not so professional, correspondence in her records at the
Morgan Library. A few key folders have disappeared in recent years, but the files are still a rich
source. Moreover, since written correspondence was the main way people did business in the
early twentieth century, she left thousands of letters in the files of dealers, curators, and
scholars, many of which have since been archived. The bulk of these papers document Belle’s
daily work in acquiring, assessing, and making accessible the artistic and scholarly treasures of
the Morgan Library, but some—in handwritten postscripts or letters that stood in for both
professional and personal updating—contain clues to Belle’s social life and experiences that are
the focus of this book.Most significantly Bernard Berenson kept a trunk of her letters—over six
hundred of them—dating from the period 1910–44. The bulk were written during the initial years
of their friendship, 1909–16, when the two maintained a passionate although mainly long-
distance love affair. These letters are a gold mine of information about her social life, about her
work, about the people and events around her, about her own life and thoughts. Belle wrote so
prolifically and engagingly about New York and the world in the early twentieth century that her
letters to Berenson beg to be published in full. No doubt his letters to her were much the same,
and he was devastated when he heard they were gone. “She has burned my autobiography,” he
lamented, an action for which he never forgave her.12 After his death his longtime companion
and literary heir Nicky Mariano came across the trunk that stored Belle’s letters at Berenson’s
home in Florence, Italy. Mariano was no great fan of Greene’s. She knew that Belle had wanted
the letters to be destroyed, but also that Bernard had chosen not to do so. So she carefully
tucked the letters into folders. And there the collection remains archived at Berenson’s library,
now Harvard University’s Center for Italian Renaissance Studies, available to researchers
fortunate enough to travel to Florence.13 I was one of these, and the months I spent in Italy
allowed me to visit firsthand many of the towns, churches, and sites that Belle returned to again
and again and wrote about so glowingly. These letters, which Belle called her diary, contain a
record of her life. Not a complete record, not an unbiased one, but almost no biographer has that
to work with.Through a combination of these letters, the professional papers kept at the Pierpont
Morgan Library, and her correspondence scattered through dozens of archives, as well as public
records, memoirs of her contemporaries, and stories told by those who knew her, I have tried to
derive the events and patterns not just of Belle Greene’s life but of the many social circles and
worlds she inhabited. Over the course of her life, she moved between and across lines of color,
class, culture, nation, and world views. Perhaps most astonishingly, she also illuminated her
inner world, where she lived “behind the curtain of my mind.”141RAISED EXPECTATIONSEven
those who knew Belle Greene best never knew all the facets of her personality or of her career.
She herself refused to cooperate with efforts to record her life, scorning such personal history as



unimportant.—Dorothy Miner, employee and friend, 19541In 1880, elite blacks based their
social status on ties with prominent whites, their skin color, and their family backgrounds.… The
generation of black leaders that rose to prominence during Reconstruction and the 1880s had
faith that the race would ultimately be assimilated into white society. As educated men and
women and, in many cases, with ancestral ties to the white community, elite blacks fully
expected that they would be the first to be accepted as equals.… The dramatic rise of racism in
the 1890s came as a great shcok to the black elite.—Jacqueline Moore, 19992IF J. PIERPONT
MORGAN asked about Miss Greene’s background when he hired her as his librarian, she
mostly likely gave him the same information she gave others, more or less. She was born in
Alexandria, Virginia, or Richmond, or somewhere in the South. If he asked what her ancestry
was, as some apparently did, curious as to the source of her smoky, Mediterranean coloring,
she would have explained that “da Costa” was a Portuguese name. She might have described
her mother as a Southern lady, “cultivated but impoverished.” Reduced by circumstances and
widowed, the beautiful Mrs. Greene made a modest living teaching music, sacrificing a great
deal to educate her son and four daughters.3 This story was a blend of fact and fiction.Belle was
born in Washington, D.C., not in Virginia; D.C. was below the Mason-Dixon line, yet the extent of
its southern identity is still debated. In the context of the northeastern world of her adulthood,
Belle’s identity and repeated references to her southern upbringing and cultural inheritances
made sense. When caught in an act of superstition, for example, she blamed her “Southern birth
and blood”; when an English maid disparaged her family, she silently reposted with her mother’s
“grand Southern blood” and swore to replace the annoying employee as soon as possible.4Belle
was also several years older than she claimed, a masquerade she shared with many American
women in a society in which youth was highly valued and single women past a certain age were
disdained.Most dramatically, however, Belle’s name at birth was Belle Marian Greener, not Belle
da Costa Greene. For the first nine years of her life, she grew up in an elite family in D.C.’s large
and well-established colored community. Her mother’s family had been free from slavery since
the turn of the eighteenth century; her father was a rising star in African American political
circles, a self-described black man whose complexion was “near-white” but whose career was
dedicated to promoting black civil rights.5If Morgan had known that Belle was actually twenty-six
when they met in 1905, and that her father was a Harvard graduate, a former university librarian,
professor, and dean, her confidence and abilities might have been less startling. But these
details about her father might have revealed his identity: Richard T. Greener, a prominent Negro
professional. Greener was the first black graduate of Harvard College, the first colored librarian
and professor at the University of South Carolina during its brief post-Emancipation program of
racial integration, former dean of historically black Howard University, and former secretary for
the Ulysses S. Grant Monument, for which J. Pierpont Morgan himself served as treasurer. It was
a résumé of high accomplishments and “firsts” marking the career of a man who had always
represented the Negro race. Greener was a reflection of the professional elite, the “Talented
Tenth” of the Negro race, whose accomplishments the leader W. E. B. Du Bois believed would



both persuade white America to endorse social and political equality and actively help other
members of the race to improve their educational, cultural, economic, and political standing.
This could be said of many middle-class Americans of African ancestry (both mixed and
unmixed) of Greener’s generation. But Du Bois had specifically identified Greener as a member
of this special group, recognizing not only his accomplishments but also his hard work on behalf
of the race.6Knowledge of her father’s identity and biography might have significantly altered
how his daughter was received as she began her career. Still, for someone trying to obscure
questions about her past, Belle did not stray too far from the truth in her stories about her family
background and childhood. Not everything Belle said about her family and background was a lie;
most of it was just far enough away from the truth to prevent complete exposure. Belle has been
described as passing for white, but her family background and her performance of race offer a
much more complicated tableau than a simple shift from black to white.Belle’s parents reflect the
experiences of many freeborn African Americans in the late nineteenth century. Regardless of
how Belle identified herself racially, or how she lived that identity publicly, she was their
daughter. Their story gives us a deeper understanding of her story: how she was raised, what
values, messages, and lessons they would have tried to pass on, and who her earliest role
models were for womanhood and for scholarship. Their history also reveals the impact of race
on families of mixed ancestry, and how Belle’s understanding of her identity and her connection
to blackness came to diverge from that of her father.The bits we can piece together of their
families’ histories form a mosaic of American experience in the eastern seaboard, a story that
included interaction and intermixing with many of the ethnicities and races that made up the new
nation in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Belle’s family was African, including
African Americans who were enslaved in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Spanish
(by way of Puerto Rico), and almost certainly several other white European nationalities as well.
A friend later said that she was the “product of a singular moment in the history of civilization of
the American continent.”7Belle’s father, Richard Theodore Greener, was born free in
Philadelphia in 1844, but not to an elite family. His father, Richard Wesley Greener, was the son
of a former slave, Jacob C. Greener. Jacob, thought by his descendants to have been born in
Africa, was enslaved in Virginia until the first decade of the nineteenth century, when he left,
either freed or fleeing enslavement. He settled in Baltimore, where he worked as a whitewasher,
helped organize the Colored Episcopal Church, and was active in antislavery and
anticolonization circles. He also married a local woman, whose identity is now unknown but who
was probably of mixed ancestry. They had two sons: Richard Wesley and a similarly named
Jacob C. Both men followed their father into the abolitionist movement, working with the white
radical antislavery leader William Lloyd Garrison in the 1830s.8Richard Wesley, Belle’s paternal
grandfather, worked as a laborer and bootblack in Baltimore. Around 1840 he married Mary Ann
La Brune, or Brun, and the couple moved to Philadelphia. Richard T. Greener thought that La
Brune’s father was Spanish, born in Puerto Rico; he described La Brune’s mother only as “a
Negress.” Greener’s very light skin suggests that he must have had more than one white or



mixed grandparent. The lack of information about the white ancestors in Greener’s history
suggests that they were not closely aligned to the darker members of their family. Although some
white women had children by African American men, the majority of children of interracial
parentage in the nineteenth century were the offspring of enslaved African American women
and the white men who owned them or were otherwise in positions of power over them. In some
instances these men acknowledged their offspring and took responsibility for them, granting
them freedom and support. In most cases, however, white fathers treated their mixed-race
children as the slaves they legally were. This was more likely the case in Greener’s family,
because there is no evidence of financial support or of the presence or acknowledgment of
white ancestors except for the Spanish grandfather.9After Richard T., Belle’s father, was born,
Richard Wesley continued to work for several years as an agent for Garrison’s antislavery
newspaper The Liberator. Soon he took work as a seaman and was often away on voyages for
months at a time. At the age of seven Richard T. had the chance to accompany his father on a
trip to Liverpool. This transatlantic trip must have expanded the young boy’s vision, and it offered
a rare chance to spend time with his seafaring father.10Young Richard’s maternal uncle, Josiah
C. Wears, was the more stable adult male presence in Belle’s father’s life. Wears was a barber,
very successful, and highly active in black politics, particularly in the-campaign for black
suffrage. Both Josiah and his son Isaiah were prominent members of Philadelphia’s black
abolitionist community. Isaiah was also a strong influence on his younger cousin Richard T. and
provided emotional and occasionally financial support until Isaiah’s death.11In 1853 the
Greeners moved to Boston. This was an educational disaster for nine-year-old Richard: Boston
public schools did not admit Negro children. Richard’s light complexion, “a shade darker than a
Caucasian’s,” might bring some social advantages, but he was still black in the official
classification system, and the public schools were white-only. Eventually his mother found a
private school that would accept him, one that offered a comprehensive education in Latin,
English, mathematics, literature, and the physical sciences to students from “four different races
… the Anglo Saxon, Teutonic, Celtic, and African.” Within a few years, however, his father had
taken one last trip: to California to join the gold rush. For a while Richard Wesley stayed in touch
with his family and, most likely, sent money. But Richard T. never saw his father again. And when
the letters and the money stopped arriving, Richard left school and began working a series of
jobs to help support himself and his mother.12It was in his jobs as an office boy or clerk in
stores, hotels, and other businesses that young Richard Greener began to attract the attention
of white patrons who opened up their libraries and their tutoring skills to the young teenager.
While he learned French and read voraciously, the boy dreamed of studying art in Europe. But
this ambition was far beyond his means, and he soon turned to the more attainable goal of
resuming his formal education. This was difficult enough to achieve. Indeed, Greener’s immense
talents and intellect might easily have been lost to the system of discrimination that kept so
many African Americans, like his father and grandfather before him, in menial jobs. But his
patrons and supporters helped him realize his dream.Throughout his teenage years in Boston,



Greener attended political meetings and abolitionist lectures by leading politicians, writers, and
activists, including Senator Charles Sumner, the philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson, and the
national African American leader Frederick Douglass. He also befriended several prominent
Bostonians, most notably Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr., writer and dean of Harvard’s Medical
School, and the Harvard anthropology professor Louis Agassiz.It was a much more modest
patron, however, his white employer and businessman August Batchelder, who encouraged him
to apply to Oberlin College and offered to fund his education. As the Civil War broke out,
Greener left the vibrant city of Boston for the small midwestern town of Oberlin, Ohio. Having
given up formal schooling at the age of eleven, he struggled to catch up with students whose
education had been far superior to his own. He was not alone. With a long history of admitting
women and African Americans, many of whom had been denied a rigorous education, Oberlin
offered a preparatory school to help students with less schooling bridge that gap. While the war
raged on, Greener studied for two years at Oberlin, then returned to Boston, where he enrolled
in Phillips Academy, another preparatory school, where he was the only African American
student. There was some conflict and bitterness in his leaving Oberlin; this would become a
troubling pattern in his career. In this case he charged that racism had prevented him from
receiving honors he believed he had deserved.13In 1865 Greener entered Harvard College, part
of an experiment in Negro education launched in the immediate post–Civil War era. He lived
alone in the dorm and struggled through his freshman year, which he had to repeat. His
academic difficulties were shared by other Phillips Academy graduates, but Greener also bore
the social burden of being the only African American at Harvard College, and the first to
graduate. Although he did not report hostilities, he found his classmates continually curious and
confused by him. Rumors spread that he was an escaped slave, that he had no prior education,
or that he had served in the Civil War. The next year Harvard admitted a second black student,
whom Greener had known at Phillips.14To some extent Greener was just another Harvard
student. The 1870 census taker recorded him living in a student dorm in 1870 with a dozen other
male students: all were listed as white. Perhaps the enumerator never saw Greener, did not
notice his slightly darker skin, or simply assumed that he must be white to attend Harvard and to
live among other white students. In any case, it does seem to reflect Greener’s insistence that he
never experienced direct prejudice or overt hostility at Harvard. Not one to overlook
mistreatment, he reported that he was generally accepted by and found friendships within the
Harvard student body, joining social and literary clubs as well as a secret society. He wrote
articles for the student paper and—as he had at Oberlin and Phillips—earned a reputation as an
orator.15But Greener was certainly not accepted as white, no matter how light his skin. The
persistent stories that connected him directly to slavery, the Civil War, and the South all point
that out. And all records and accounts of his time at Harvard identify him as a Negro or colored
student. Nor did Greener seek to disassociate himself from the black community. Although his
years at Harvard made him feel “isolated from the race,” he maintained social connections to
African Americans in Boston. For example, he was one of Frances Rollin’s many “gentleman



callers.” Rollin, who had been born free in Charleston, South Carolina, and had also attended
Oberlin, was now living in Boston, writing a biography of Martin R. Delany. She described
Greener (after he critiqued a draft of her writing perhaps a bit too harshly) as living “in a grand
intellectual sphere and accustomed to only perfection.”16Much as Greener continued to work
and socialize with African Americans, he recognized that both personal and racial success
meant working with white Americans to promote social change. Many middle-class African
Americans, whether of mixed ancestry or not, shared this attitude in the post–Civil War period.
Greener was as brilliant and ambitious as his daughter Belle would become, hoping to take
advantage of the slowly increasing opportunities for African Americans in the post-Emancipation
generation. However, Greener specifically sought to use his talents to advance the cause of
equality, for African Americans and, later, other ethnic minorities in the United States.17 Raised
in an extended family in Baltimore and Philadelphia whose members were active in antislavery
and anticolonization movements and in promoting educational opportunities for African
Americans, Greener naturally gravitated to those around him who were advocating on behalf of
the newly emancipated freedmen and women and “the race” in general.Greener’s activities now
caught the attention of two men whose careers he had followed for years: Frederick Douglass
and Senator Charles Sumner. Douglass was arguably the most famous African American man in
the North. He had escaped from slavery and risen to prominence as a commanding orator and
as a leader in the abolitionist, civil rights, and women’s rights movements. He also edited a
series of abolitionist newspapers and had published several autobiographies, which recounted
his experiences under slavery and in freedom. Douglass’s story in many ways mirrored that of
Greener’s grandfather Jacob: growing up enslaved and moving North to make a new life. And
Greener’s father and uncle, like Frederick Douglass, had worked closely with white abolitionist
leaders like Garrison to raise white Northerners’ opposition to slavery, lobbying Congress as
they considered a series of proslavery and antislavery bills and compromises through the 1840s
and 1850s.18Charles Sumner was one of the strongest allies the abolitionist movement had in
the Senate. He was a white Republican from Massachusetts and a leading member of the
Radical branch of the party that most consistently supported abolition, women’s rights, and civil
rights. Also known as a powerful orator, Sumner had promoted African American opportunities
(the enlistment of black soldiers in the Union Army), protection (the establishment of a
Freedmen’s Bureau to assist former slaves), and political equality (suffrage for African American
men). He was such a notorious political figure that he was lampooned in Thomas Dixon’s highly
popular novels, which lionized the Ku Klux Klan and portrayed Reconstruction from a white
Southern slaveholder’s perspective. These novels were adapted for the stage and then became
the basis of D. W. Griffith’s 1915 blockbuster film The Birth of a Nation. In the film Sumner was
portrayed as a clubfooted carpet-bagger, blind to the dangers racial equality posed to his young
daughter and the excesses of his mulatto protégé Silas Lynch. (The senator’s white daughter is
kidnapped and threatened by Lynch with “forced marriage” and is saved by a heroic Southern
white suitor in his newly designed white-hooded Klan robes.)19By the time Greener graduated



from Harvard, in 1870, he had established working relationships with both Sumner and
Douglass. The United States was still grappling with the political fallout of the Civil War and the
social and economic realities of a suddenly nominally free black population. Congress had just
passed the highly contested Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution, giving black men the right
to vote. Even some supporters of black suffrage had challenged the amendment, wanting to
hold out for universal suffrage, which would include black and white women, as well as black
men. Former slaves, male and female, quickly organized to protect the men’s new right and to
strategize on how best to use their voting power on behalf of the entire community. But those
families and communities that had already achieved freedom were in a particularly crucial
position to lead and organize such efforts, having already formed political alliances as well as
great social and financial stability.20 Greener did not have economic stability, but his Harvard
education and his years of activism gave him the networks and the credentials to join these
efforts.His first priority, however, was finding work, and Greener took a series of teaching and
administrative jobs at various schools for African American students. He first returned to his
hometown, Philadelphia, to teach English at the Quaker-run Institute for Colored Youth. But he
was soon pulled into the local political fray, which was being repeated in cities and towns
throughout the nation. The dangers of the time were highlighted for him with the 1871 murder of
Octavius Catto, principal of the institute’s male section. Catto had been a leader in organizing
African American men to vote in Philadelphia for the first time since the passage of the Fifteenth
Amendment. On the day of the first election open to black men, gangs of armed white men
roamed the streets threatening and attacking black men trying to vote. Most victims survived the
assaults: the intent was to terrorize and prevent election participation. Catto was shot and killed;
his friend Richard T. Greener was the first to reach his body. Despite the presence of witnesses,
the killers were never brought to trial. In response, Greener became a leader in African American
organizing, working with local activists like his cousin Isaiah Wears, Robert Purvis, and William
Forten.21In 1872 Greener was hired as principal of the Preparatory School in Washington, D.C.,
a move that fit well with his political aspirations and activism. It was clear that the federal
government would continue to be the focus of civil rights legislation and protections for the near
future, so Washington was the place to be. By this time Richard had already gained a reputation
among Republicans for his speeches and petitions in support of the Fifteenth Amendment and
for Senator Sumner’s proposed civil rights bill. He also began working for Frederick Douglass’s
newspaper, the New National Era. Now he was in the thick of the political struggle at its highest
level, but problems with his job began to overshadow his political and journalistic activities.The
D.C. public schools were segregated, and the Preparatory School was the pinnacle of the
colored public school system. By 1869 over half of the teachers working in D.C.’s black schools
were African American, a relatively well-paid position for nonwhites at that time. So Richard
Greener occupied a very visible and important place in the community. His hire, however, had
been controversial, largely because his promised salary of $1,500 was much higher than the
$900 his predecessor (an African American woman) had earned.22 From this uncertain start,



Greener struggled with the board over hires, curriculum issues, operational costs, and student
discipline. By the end of the year he had begun to write articles in the New National Era
criticizing the trustees for mismanaging the schools. Despite outside reports of his success as a
principal and the parents’ support, he was removed from his position by the end of the school
year.Caught up in a community controversy over his firing, and the broader issue of integration
of the D.C. school system, Greener scrambled for work, drawing on his relationships with
Senator Sumner and, increasingly, with elite African American political and social organizations
in D.C. In the color-conscious world of the D.C. elite, some of these groups were traditionally
restricted to light-skinned people of mixed ancestry. Greener’s complexion would have qualified
him for membership under these informal rules. However, he and a new generation of African
Americans in Washington were more concerned with uniting to break down barriers that affected
all people of African ancestry than with maintaining color boundaries between them. Greener
continued to champion the integration of the D.C. school system and began working closely with
Sumner on both national and local race politics. He also continued his work at the New National
Era, clerked for the district attorney, and started to prepare for law school. And he was courting
one of the D.C. elite’s eligible daughters: the beautiful Genevieve Ida Fleet.Genevieve, or Genie,
as she was known to her family, was an accomplished pianist and well-respected music teacher,
born in the late 1840s to James H. and Hermione (Peters) Fleet. Genevieve’s family history had
much in common with her husband’s: origins in slavery, racial mixing, most likely between
enslaved women and white men, and a few generations of freedom before 1865. The Fleets,
and to some extent the Peterses, had a long history in Georgetown as free families of color. And
although some were menial laborers, many were teachers, musicians, skilled workers, and
independent business owners like barbers, and one was even a physician. In fact, in part
because of their prominence, we can trace more of the Fleets’ history in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries than that of any other branch of Belle’s family.Between 1797 and
1812 Belle’s great-great-grandfather Henry Fleet, himself a free man of color living in
Georgetown, purchased his wife, “Negro Nan,” and at least five children who were described as
his, as well as several other young “yellow” or “mulatto” slaves who may or may not have been
related to him. Henry may have been born free and married an enslaved woman, or he may have
first purchased his own freedom from his owner. It is even possible that he was himself the son
of a white slaveowner who granted his freedom and assisted Henry in developing a trade that
allowed him to purchase his own offspring. Among the children he freed in 1797, along with his
wife, were Genevieve’s grandfather James Fleet and her great-aunt Patience. In all cases where
an owner was recorded, the Fleet family members were purchased from George Beall or his
estate and heirs.23Henry legally owned his wife and several of his children for over twenty
years, freeing them either in childhood or as they came of age. For example, he freed his son,
Henry Jr., in 1818, stating that the young man was a shoemaker and had “made me full
compensation for the money I expended on him to this date.”24 Henry Fleet was not the only
member of his family to own family members. His mother, Patience Turner, freed a Milly Turner



and her three children in her will, while leaving property to her children Robert Hicks, Henry
Fleet, and Sally Turner.25Owning family members because one had purchased them out of
slavery and had not yet freed them was quite different from the system of chattel slavery, in
which enslaved people and their children were legal property to be bought, sold, and exploited
for their labor. In D.C. it was quite common for free people of color to assist others, especially
relatives, out of enslavement. The Fleets were not the only family to come to freedom slowly over
time in this way, nor were they the only ones to own family members in the process.Of course,
many white slaveowners also owned family members, particularly when white men fathered
children with enslaved women, whose children were legally slaves as well. This was the case for
some people in Genevieve and Richard Greener’s circles: Frederick Douglass’s father was a
white man. Francis Grimké and his brother Archibald were also born into slavery, the sons of a
white plantation owner and a black enslaved woman. After the war, they began their education
and were aided in going to college by white patrons in Pennsylvania. There they became
involved with the antislavery movement, where they met their white aunts, Sarah and Angelina
Grimké, who financed Archibald’s tuition at Harvard Law School. Archibald Grimké was an
influential activist who, like Greener, was working with Republicans to expand opportunities for
African Americans. Francis became a minister and was a pastor at the Fifteenth Street
Presbyterian Church, of which Genevieve and her family had been members for decades. In
addition to his ministerial relationship, Francis and his wife, Charlotte Forten Grimké, were good
friends of Richard and Genevieve Greener.26Still, Henry Fleet was a man of color, probably a
former slave himself, who legally owned most of his family. In some places nonwhites (usually
people of mixed black and white ancestry, or Native Americans) owned African American slaves
and exploited their labor as chattel. But there is little evidence that the Fleets were part of this
pattern. African American ownership of family was more commonly an economic step toward
freedom. In fact, in some states or cities it was easier, and sometimes legally necessary, not to
free family members who had been purchased out of slavery. Sometimes freed slaves had to
leave the area within a set period of time after manumission. If other family members were still
enslaved, or simply had economic and social ties to that community, it was more expedient to
keep the legal status of enslavement. In D.C., residence was allowed after manumission, and the
process was a simple one. Once laws were passed requiring free people of color to register and
establish their freedom, it became more advisable to do so.27 It is also important to remember
that all free husbands and fathers had a legal right to the assets and earnings of their wives and
children. Henry Fleet’s belief that his children should work to pay him back for the money he
spent purchasing them made both economic and social sense in this context.28Once freed,
Henry’s children did well. Daughter Airy inherited a house in Georgetown; Patience married a
prominent man of color, William V. Grant, a master bricklayer.29 James was a gifted musician,
as was his son James H., Genevieve’s father. But James H. Fleet was also a trained physician.
He and two other African American men received a medical education paid for by the American
Colonization Society. The ACS was a white-led organization whose members sought to end



slavery, but assumed that blacks were naturally inferior and could not live freely in the United
States. Instead, the ACS proposed to send people of African descent “back” to the American
colony of Liberia, in northern Africa. Some African Americans agreed with the general idea of
removing blacks to Africa, although their reasoning was that white racism would never allow
blacks to live freely in the United States. Still, the three new physicians refused to go after
completing their education. In fact, Fleet was apparently the only one who worked as a doctor.
He also became active in the 1830s convention movement, as African Americans began
organizing regional and national meetings to discuss and debate political issues and
strategies.30Genevieve’s mother, Hermione Constantia Peters, was also born in the District of
Columbia. She was one of six children of John Peters and Louisa Gaines, both listed as mulatto
or colored.31 The Peterses have also been described as an elite family of free people of color in
D.C., but there is much less information available about them. Hermione Peters married James
Fleet on 21 April 1845.32 Genevieve was the firstborn, followed by four brothers and several
infants who did not survive. It was a very musical household. Hermione was a pianist and her
husband a violinist; both performed publicly as well as teaching.33 Although their first son was
named James, after his father and grandfather, the next three boys were Mozart, Bellini, and
Mendelsohn. The youngest girl was Minerva. Hermione kept house while the children were
growing up, a mark of the family’s relative comfort.The Fleets lived in an extended family
household for all of Genevieve’s childhood. Besides her grandfather James, Genevieve’s great-
aunt Patience, her husband, William, and their youngest son, Henry T. Grant, lived with them.
For a while another older woman, H. Ray, perhaps another of James’s married sisters, lived
there as well. The elder James Fleet and William Grant both died in the 1850s, but Patience
continued to live with the growing Fleet family. All members of the household were consistently
labeled mulatto throughout the decades. Hermione and her family were also founding members
of the Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church, established in 1841 as white churches began to
push black members to leave. Grants, Peterses, and Fleets all appear in their membership
records, including Hermione, James H., Genevieve, Mozart, and Bellini.34Genevieve’s family
was clearly more established, more elite than Richard’s. Both families were racially mixed; both
Genevieve and Richard were very light-skinned, by all accounts. But the Peterses and Fleets
had been part of a stable community of free people of color in Georgetown and then
Washington, D.C., for most of the nineteenth century. Besides their Georgetown address, the
Fleets had worked in higher-status professions as engineers, barbers, music teachers, and
printers. When Genevieve’s mother began to work for the first time in 1880, it was as a
dressmaker. A few years later she took a job as a clerk in a government office.35However,
income and occupation were not the defining factors for membership in the elite class. In
contrast to that of the white middle class, the economics of racial prejudice simply did not allow
for the development of a money-based elite until after World War One. And there was absolutely
no African American counterpart for the white aristocracy of the Morgans, Vanderbilts, and
Astors. Many members of the “black Four Hundred,” as the black papers dubbed the D.C. elite,



worked in service occupations.36 From this perspective, then, the Fleets were doing very well
indeed.What we know of Genevieve’s childhood and young adult years suggests that she was in
many ways a quite typical young middle-class woman of color. She taught school for several
years before marrying Richard, no doubt helping support her younger brothers after the loss of
their father.37 And she was, like her mother and father, an accomplished musician. In fact, when
Richard arrived at his new position in Washington, Genie had been working as a music teacher
in the colored public school district for several years. She had received praise and recognition
for her teaching, her discipline, and her activities with her students. She had organized a literary
society with other teachers and students. In 1872, shortly before Richard’s arrival, she
temporarily served as principal of one of the smaller schools in the district.38 Genevieve may
have met Richard through their work in the school system, or at one of the social or community
functions that defined Georgetown’s free community of color.When Richard and Genevieve
married, in 1874, their union brought together two patterns of free African American experience:
the generations of freedom and relative status the Fleets had achieved, and the rise in
opportunities in the postbellum era that Greener’s education represented. Both paths wound
through struggle, discrimination, and limitations. As they launched their life together in the post-
Emancipation period, Richard and Genevieve would have been aware of the divide between
them and the whites with whom their families associated and worked. They would have been
equally aware of the gulf between themselves and the hundreds of thousands of recently freed
slaves.The young couple, however, began their married life in a social setting very different from
the ones in which either had been raised. Eight months before their marriage, Richard Greener
accepted a professorship at the University of South Carolina. It was here that he brought his new
bride to live within two weeks of their September 24, 1874, wedding. Columbia, South Carolina,
was at the time an extraordinarily turbulent place to begin a life together.South Carolina in the
1870s was in the throes of a heated and sometimes violent political battle over the future role
and status of African Americans in a post-Emancipation state. With a new state constitution in
1868, the political world had been “turned upside down,” as representatives of the state’s African
American population had a voice in framing the new constitution, and Republicans, including
many African Americans, were now in power in the former slaveholding state.39 Richard’s very
appointment was a significant step in the Republican attempt to promote a model of racial
equality. The 1872 elections had allowed Republicans to take over the university by electing an
all-Republican, black-majority board of trustees, transforming the formerly all-white school into a
racially integrated one overnight. Whether they had the power to support and enforce those
changes was far less certain. Furious white parents withdrew their sons, and white community
members made their outrage clear in verbal and physical attacks. For the Republicans hiring a
“colored Professor,” especially such a “cultivated and refined … honored graduate of grand old
Harvard,” was a great boon to the experiment in Reconstruction.40 And, just as he had at
Phillips Academy and Harvard College, Richard T. Greener again represented the potential of
the Negro race to enter fully into American political and economic life. But now the stakes were



much more explicit and the prejudice much more violent.Greener threw himself into his new job,
again gaining a reputation as a hard worker and eloquent orator. In addition to teaching, he
organized the university library and attended classes in the law school, eventually earning his
long-desired law degree. Fully aware that the university had only four years (until the next
election) to prove itself, he also traveled to publicize and recruit black students for the struggling
school. The “integrated” school had lost all of its white students, as well as most of the faculty.
Locally, the school became the focus of statewide debates over the education and
enfranchisement of African Americans, and Greener placed himself center stage in the turmoil.
By 1875 he was working the equivalent of three jobs—teaching, running the library, and
recruiting students—in addition to pursuing his law degree, campaigning for the Republican
party, and fighting the university for repairs to the poorly heated house provided for his
residence.41The Deep South must have been a shock for Genevieve and Richard. It is likely that
neither of them was prepared for the open hostility of Southern racism. Genevieve in particular,
although a young woman of color, had been protected from the harshest facets of racism, living
in a community of free people of color in the safety of her parents’ home. When Genevieve left
D.C., segregation had not yet solidified and African Americans had not yet been
disenfranchised, although they had never had all the rights and privileges of white citizens.
South Carolina, on the other hand, had been one of the largest slaveholding states of the Deep
South and was now a battleground over “the Negro question.” Larger cities like Charleston had
had a “Brown Fellows Society” from 1790, admitting only light-skinned, mixed-race people of
color. But South Carolina was one of the first states to legalize the one-drop rule, defining as
black anyone of any black ancestry. Social distinctions between brown and black remained, but
there was no longer room in the state’s racial categories or policies for such divisions.42For a
while the birth of their first child, born on September 11, 1875, may have distracted Genevieve
from the world outside. But when Horace Kempton Greener died on the very day he turned eight
months old, there were no friends or family for Genie to turn to.43 It must have been a painfully
lonely time; even her husband was not fully there.Richard had begun to travel frequently, which
would become a tiresome pattern in their marriage. At this point his trips were primarily to recruit
more students of color to fill the newly integrated university, whose white student body had
vacated. But soon the preelection debates heated up, and Greener’s was a crucial voice in
support of continued Republican reform. Rallies and meetings throughout the state, however,
were constantly threatened by the presence of armed young white Democrats called Red Shirts
who screamed Republican speakers down, disrupted meetings, and threatened violence. Often
the only African American speaker, Greener was the target of many verbal and physical attacks,
vilified in Democratic papers, heckled with calls of “God-damned nigger” while trying to orate,
and threatened with guns when leaving and arriving at meetings. On voting day he served as an
election official and was assaulted twice during his twenty-hour shift.44In 1876 the Republicans
lost the election, signaling the end of Reconstruction attempts to support African Americans’
emergence into full citizenship. It was a reversal that was asserted throughout the South and



eventually within the federal government. During the interim between the election and the actual
change of power, Greener traveled back and forth between Columbia and Washington, giving
testimony on the violence of the Democratic Red Shirts and trying to assure payment of back
salary owed to him. Much of it was never paid. Once the university was again established as a
white institution, Richard Greener resigned.45In 1877 the Greeners left South Carolina, leaving
a small grave behind in the state Richard had hoped to help transform. But they were not alone.
Their first daughter, Mary Louise, was born on January 27, 1877, just months before their retreat.
She survived, a tiny testament to the hope all parents have for a good life for their children, and a
better world for them to know.Back in Washington the Greeners settled into life as members of
the extended Fleet-Peters family. They found a home near Genevieve’s mother, who was now
working as a dressmaker. Mary Louise was baptized a bit belatedly at the Fifteenth Street
Presbyterian Church, where the Greeners’ friend Francis Grimké had just become an assistant
pastor. (Grimké would become senior pastor in 1889.) Russell Lowell was born on February 1,
1878, the first surviving son. A year later Genie was pregnant again, this time with Belle.46Two
small children and a pregnancy would have kept Genevieve very busy. Richard threw himself
back into work and political projects. Money was tight, and several times he had to borrow from
his cousin Isaiah Wears to make ends meet. Greener entered a law partnership with a prominent
African American attorney, John H. Cook, who died a few months later. And he continued to
practice law and served as acting dean of the Law School in Cook’s place at the newly formed
school for African American students, Howard University. Greener later cofounded the National
Benefit & Relief Association, an insurance company that served people of color, which white-
owned insurance companies refused to do. Six months before Belle was born, her father helped
organize and spoke at a memorial service for William Lloyd Garrison, held at the Fifteenth Street
Presbyterian Church.47 He worked closely with Frederick Douglass on this and several other
projects during this period.The 1870s were a remarkable time for African Americans in
Washington, D.C. Men and women of color were entering professions and positions (like Cook’s
and Greener’s positions at Howard University, and the election of African American
representatives in Congress) that would have been closed to them a decade earlier.48 Leaders
like Richard Greener had every reason to hope and even expect that political and social equality
was a reachable goal, attainable if not by them then by their children.In the midst of this
optimistic time, Belle Marion Greener entered the world on November 26, 1879. Her birth
certificate listed her as colored (the only options were “White” or “Colored”). It was now possible
to trust that this label would not keep her from reaching her goals, as it had so many in her
parents’ and grandparents’ generations. Her father was on another lecture tour—this time
through the Midwest—when she was born. Still, there were plenty of family members around to
help Genevieve recover and care for three children under the age of three. The extended family
lived on a quiet street of recently built two-story row houses in the 1400 block of T Street, about
ten minutes west of Howard University on foot. The 1880 census captured them there:
Genevieve and Richard with their three children: Louise (Mary) Russell, and Belle, and an older



servant named Mary A. Askins.49 Hermione lived next door with her sons James, a
schoolteacher, and Bellini, a printer. Mendelsohn had died in 1878 at the age of twenty-one.
Genie’s fourth brother, Mozart, was now married and living on the other side of the Greeners
with his wife, Adalaide, and their infant son, Clafton L. Fleet, born just a few months before his
cousin Belle. Mozart was working as an engineer. Genevieve’s cousin Henry Grant was married
as well, working as a schoolteacher, and living in D.C. with his wife, Julia, and four children,
including one by Julia’s previous relationship. Henry’s mother, Patience, was now living with her
son.50 Genevieve was already pregnant again, and gave birth on December 20, 1880, to a third
girl, Ethel Alice.And oddly, just at this moment that Genevieve was back home on familiar
ground, the family’s racial identity came under new scrutiny. Having been classified as “colored,”
“mulatto,” and even “black” for generations, the Greeners and their children were all listed as
“white” in 1880. Only the servant, Mary Askins, was denoted as “black.” (Their cousins, the
Grants, living in another neighborhood, were listed as “black.”) There had been no change in the
census. In 1880 “white,” “black,” and “mulatto” were all options, as were “Chinese” and “Indian.”
The instructions to census takers specified that “mulatto” should include “quadroons, octoroons,
and all persons having any perceptible trace of African blood,” cautioning that “[i]mportant
scientific results” would rely on accurate determination of the mulatto category.51However
important color distinctions may have continued to be within some communities, they were
disappearing from institutional systems of racial categorization. As the country began to develop
segregation as a legal system in the South and as a social one in the North, the category of
“mulatto” became less and less visible. States literally rewrote their definitions of “black” and
“white,” expanding definitions of “black” or “Negro” to include people of mixed ancestry. The one-
drop rule was gaining dominance over American racial ideologies throughout the country. One-
drop racialism held that African ancestry was so powerful and significant that any amount of
“black blood,” even one drop, should designate a person as black. This was not a universal
belief, by any means. Like many states, the District of Columbia did not have a legal definition of
race, leaving cultural assumptions to determine who was colored and who was white.The
Greeners had not shifted their racial identity. Richard was still a prominent activist, campaigning
for civil rights and working with black and white leaders. However, it is likely that they
occasionally took advantage of their ambiguous appearance. As segregation and discrimination
imposed more and more limits on African Americans’ access to jobs, cultural activities,
education, and hotels, there were more and more occasions on which simply not proclaiming
black ancestry could get one a job, a meal, a place to stay. Richard reported that he sometimes
did just this when he traveled. Still, the most likely explanation for this census anomaly is that the
enumerator recorded what he thought he saw—a white family with a black maid. Census takers
were notoriously imperfect at identifying people of mixed ancestry. Enumerators often made their
own judgments about an individual or family, and often saw or spoke only to whoever was in
when they called at the door, not the entire family (or dormitory). Unless they were in a black
neighborhood, it was considered rude to ask an apparently white person what his or her race



was.52 The presence of a dark-skinned maid may also have further whitened the Fleets’ and
Greeners’ appearance to enumerators.Nevertheless, the Greeners were popular members of
Washington’s community of color, whose activities revolved around social events, from lavish
weddings and parties to small dinners, outings, and entertainments. While rarely at the center of
their social world, Richard and Genevieve attended many major events. Newspapers noted their
presence at local birthday celebrations, dinner parties, literary club meetings. And they seemed
to have developed the friendships that brought them to more informal socializing as well.
Richard also gave local talks, which were often mentioned in the newspapers.53Washington
was a political and cultural center for African Americans in the 1870s and 1880s, attracting
talented and ambitious people of color from across the states, much as Harlem in New York City
would half a century later. In the late nineteenth century the African American elites in D.C. tried
to distinguish themselves from the lower classes and prove their respectability to middle-class
whites through their behavior and their self-representation. They emphasized decorum, dignity,
gentility, and good taste, scorning gaudiness in dress or décor. Refined behavior, they believed,
would bring respect, and the first chance to demonstrate respectability was in one’s personal
appearance and comportment.54 Archibald Grimké passed on advice to his own daughter when
she went off to school: “[T]he treatment which will be accorded her by all will be at once felt
favorably if she be well dressed.” A young woman should therefore be respected if she “appears
at once to be a young girl of refined manners and tastes and used to the best Society.”55Yet,
cultural assimilation did not mean racial assimilation for D.C.’s elites. They were certainly color
conscious and even snobbish: dark skin could exclude an otherwise exemplary individual from
their social circles.56 But they also stressed racial pride and survival, declaring a bond of
identity, history, and shared position in white America with their darker-skinned and lower-class
fellow citizens. Interracial marriage was not encouraged, and the black-published Washington
Bee preached against passing and denounced practices like skin bleaching. Ironically, at the
same time that the newspaper editorialized that “the color of one’s skin should be a source of
pride rather than humiliation,” it published ads for “beauty” products that touted lighter skin and
straighter hair.57 Still, the elite believed they had a responsibility to use their higher economic,
educational, and cultural attainments for the betterment of the entire race. This call to maintain
loyalty and connection to the “black masses” was strengthened and solidified between 1880 and
1920, but was already present in the writings and actions of Washington’s black elite in the
1860s and 1870s.Genevieve’s community also had certain expectations for marriage and family
life. Marriage was supposed to be based not only on affection but also on partnership and
mutual support as well as a shared background. Moreover, families like the Greeners and the
Fleets were expected to take pride in their racial ancestry and have a sense of responsibility to
the race. They were expected to be leaders and role models and, in exchange, to receive
respect and status within the community, as well as support if they should need it.58 Richard
Greener did not have the same privileged background of his wife and her family, and his ability to
support his family had already been inconsistent. Although his education and accomplishments



made him an acceptable suitor and husband, Richard and Genevieve may have found that they
had fundamental differences in their expectations and their values. One of these differences was
surely in their understanding of their racial identity and loyalties. Both were racially mixed; both
had very light complexions. But Richard had experienced racial prejudice from a working-class
vantage point and had never lived in a community in which class divisions were so clearly
divided along color lines as they had been in D.C. during Genevieve’s childhood and early
adulthood. Richard’s white ancestry made him even more aware of and outraged at the illogic of
racism and prejudice; Genevieve’s had offered a cushion against the harsher aspects of that
illogical put powerful system.In fact, the category “mulatto” was undergoing intense scrutiny and
change as the system of segregation divided everyone into black and white, and increasingly
defined people of mixed ancestry as black. This was a familiar identity for Richard—he used the
term “black” often to refer to himself and others—but almost certainly not for Genevieve.
Nationwide, the social position and racial identity of people of mixed ancestry was varied and in
flux. Some were from families or regions where that ancestry denoted a community distinct from
both black and white. Others came from communities in which color might be a source of
difference or tension, but where shared ties of experience, history, and family defined “Negro” as
containing a spectrum of skin color and facial features.In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries though, it was black ancestry that most Americans, including the majority of those of
mixed ancestry, deemed most important. What connected most people of color was a shared
set of values and goals and a pride in being identified with “the race.” There may have been a
wide social gulf between this largely mixed-race middle class and the working-class “negro,” but
the elites were nevertheless proud “race men” and women.59 The only alternative was to break
off ties to the community of color and live as white.This, then, was the world in which Belle lived
for the first eight years of her life. Clearly she grew up in a home and environment where
education and culture were valued and family bonds were strong. Belle spent her childhood
surrounded by an extended family that could nurture all of her abilities and curiosity. She was not
the baby for long, with the birth a year later of Ethel, who would quickly become her favorite
sister. Still, what Belle loved best, she later often said, was to be “petted and spoiled” as she had
been as a child.60 And it was here in Washington’s community of color, surrounded by siblings
and cousins and aunts and uncles, that she must have learned to crave attention, to expect love
and praise, to know herself to be worthy of “high” culture, education, and accomplishment.It was
here that Belle would also have learned how to dress, stand, sit, and speak “like a lady,” to
control anger or resentment in the face of rudeness or even outright abuse from a white person.
Middle-class African American parents raised their children to understand appropriate behavior,
embrace hard work, and value a community consciousness—all necessary strategies to
encourage success for the first post-slavery generation of race men and women. Parents sought
to imbue their children with the same armor of respectability and trained them in the proper
behavior they employed to avoid negative attention and contradict whites’ stereotyped beliefs
about the Negro race.61 Belle would have been encouraged in her skills and tutored in those not



offered by the school system. Her mother may have taught her to play the piano; her father could
have given her lessons in French or Latin. She was surrounded by music, lectures and lessons,
references to classical literature, and the constant knowledge that her family had status and
respect in a community that valued respectability, thrift, hard work, self-respect, and genteel
dress and comportment. In these ways the D.C. elite prepared their children “not simply for life,
but for life as African Americans.”62Belle was also raised in a family with an often absent father,
whose work was focused on defending African American civil rights. Richard traveled almost
constantly during her young life: to talks, meetings, conferences, and trials. A week after Ethel
Alice was born, for example, Greener left again: this time to meet with Johnson C. Whittaker, a
West Point cadet who had been found tied to his bed with his ears mutilated. White cadets had
beaten him to make it clear that they did not want a black student in their class. White officers
seem to have felt the same way: Whittaker was facing a court of inquiry, charged with mutilating
himself. Despite Greener’s attempts to help this former South Carolina student of his, the young
cadet eventually faced a court-martial, by then accused not only of self-mutilation and forging a
threatening letter to himself but also of falsely swearing at the court of inquiry. Greener served as
a witness and assisted Whittaker’s counsel before a military court-martial board overseen by
Judge Advocate Asa Bird Gardiner. Whittaker was found guilty, but, after several months of
waiting sentence, the finding was overturned on a technicality.63 This would become one of the
most memorable cases of Greener’s long and varied career.64 It was the sort of surreal and
outrageous transgression of justice that embittered and inspired race men like Richard T.
Greener.When Belle was almost four, the anti–civil rights backlash culminated in a U.S. Supreme
Court decision, Civil Rights Cases, overturning the Civil Rights Act of 1875, which her father and
many others had fought for. Greener considered the decision despicable and immediately began
to give interviews and lectures protesting the shift. He went on the road again, along with
Frederick Douglass, the lawyer and diplomat John Mercer Langston, and many other black
leaders. During these travels Greener experienced firsthand the segregation that relegated him
and other African Americans out of first-class accommodations and into colored-only sections
and train cars. On one trip in 1884 he refused orders five times to move to the second-class
coach (there were no first-class train cars for colored people). He wrote appeals defending his
right to travel across the country “without fear of being put off a car or denied food and shelter
solely because I had a trace of negro blood in my veins.”65 As the progressive momentum of the
Reconstruction era was pulled under by a backlash of white supremacy, Greener and hundreds
of thousands of others were experiencing a new kind of racism and disenfranchisement. It would
be another century before America again passed civil rights legislation and resumed the long,
slow process of addressing discrimination and segregation.At the same time, ironically, he was
also beginning to experience hostility from a few African Americans because of his light skin and
his perceived desire to associate only with whites. When Greener and Robert H. Terrell had
been refused membership in the Harvard Club of Washington, D.C., the Washington Bee
editorialized that the club had the right to limit membership. Greener and Terrell, the Bee



charged, were simply “fair-complexioned, well-educated blacks” who wanted to abandon their
race to associate with whites.66 Greener’s attempts at integration, he complained bitterly, were
being misunderstood.Richard’s own frustration with the increasing solidification of segregation
was due mostly to its inherent inequity. But his position as a very light-skinned man, and his
ability to operate as white when his identity was unknown, made him particularly aware of the
illogic and injustice of racism. As William Henry Crogman pointed out when speaking to a white
audience in 1884, Greener had a Harvard degree and was “nearer your color than mine,” being
only a “very little tinged” with black ancestry. But Greener’s friend and supporter asked, “What
does society care about a Harvard graduate, if his complexion is tinged with the hated
color?”67Greener publicly addressed the issue of racial ancestry, color, and ability in an 1886
publication. It was a topic he felt should be raised only when absolutely necessary. He noted
that, among “the colored people,” those of mixed ancestry seemed to be doing better socially
and economically than those who were “pure black.” But that was merely because they had
come from “superior stock on both sides … inheriting the several strains of the very best blood
of the South,” and because they benefited from greater opportunities and preferential treatment
by whites. They shared the experience of discrimination, and Greener called for continued unity
among all colored people to fight prejudice. He expected more opportunities for his “blacker
brethren” to open up, and in the meantime thought that “mixed-bloods” like himself should use
the access they had to speak and write publicly to appeal to whites and inspire African
Americans.68However, like many other African American leaders, Greener was becoming
disillusioned with politics and with campaigns for civil rights. When he was offered the
opportunity to leave such work, to leave Washington, D.C., even to leave his family temporarily,
he jumped at it. By 1885, as the family moved into its next stage and Richard and Genevieve’s
marriage began to deteriorate, Belle and her siblings found themselves, as many children do,
caught between increasingly hostile parents. New York would bring new opportunities, new
temptations, and new decisions to Belle and her mother and siblings. Richard Greener would
eventually give up his expectations for his family, just as they gave up any expectations for living
full, unfettered lives as people of color.2GILDED DREAMS IN NEW YORKThose who know me
will not accuse me of building up a race wall in politics or otherwise. All my efforts have tended to
destroy the one which now exists … My solution of all the political and social problems is the
union and co-operation of blacks and whites on the basis of manhood and fitness. All that I am I
owe to privileges and advantages enjoyed from free association with the better class of white
people.—Richard Greener, 18811I wonder if any living being has greater imaginative powers
than I. Since my childhood I have lived in them.—Belle Greene, 19092IN 1885 RICHARD T.
GREENER moved to New York. Belle was six years old. Once again Richard left his family
behind for a job, this time for a very high-profile one: secretary of the Grant Monument
Association. When Ulysses S. Grant, former president and Union general, died on July 23, 1885,
his family and New York politicians began to make plans for a memorial tomb in New York City.
Because of Grant’s association with the Civil War and Emancipation, organizers wanted a black



representative on the committee coordinating the monument. As one of the most prominent
African American intellectuals and Republican Party activists of his generation, Greener was an
obvious choice. Within a week of Grant’s death, he was in New York meeting with political
leaders and the officers they appointed to oversee the Grant Monument Association (GMA).
Former President Chester A. Arthur was chair; New York City’s mayor, William Russell Grace,
and Hamilton Fish, former secretary of state under Grant, were vice chairmen; J. Pierpont
Morgan, the powerful financier who would hire Belle twenty years later, was
treasurer.3Frustrated with the direction racial politics were taking, and beset by mounting debts
after the collapse of the National Benefit & Relief Association, Richard accepted the
appointment as secretary of the GMA. It was a key position in the work of raising the $1,000,000
to build a fitting monument to Grant. With his salary of $200 a month, Greener hoped to recover
from his debt and pull himself out of the financial tailspin he had been in since he was denied his
back pay from the University of South Carolina. By the fall of 1885 he had moved to Long Island
and was operating the GMA office in Manhattan on the second floor of the Mutual Life Insurance
Building, at 146 Broadway, just a two blocks north of Wall Street.4 By 1886 he had relocated to
Manhattan. Genevieve and the children stayed in Washington, where they consolidated
households and lived with Hermione.5Manhattan was a rising metropolis in the 1880s, growing
in almost every possible direction and meaning. The island city was a study in contrasts. The
most visible disparity was that of class: fabulous wealth emerged amid indescribable poverty.
Diamonds glittered on women’s arms, ears, necks, and dresses in the gaslit ballrooms of
spacious brownstone mansions and exclusive clubs. Blocks away, tenements packed
impoverished adults and families into small dark rooms, which often lacked running water;
children worked beside their parents in factories six days a week, ten to twelve hours a day, in
dangerous conditions for meager wages. Although part of the growing middle class, Greener
quickly became a familiar figure in the upper echelons of Gilded Age New York. His work was no
longer focused on racial reform, but he continued to challenge the informal system of racial
segregation, joining previously white-only clubs, parades, and organizations.6 His job brought
him into daily contact with New York’s elite and gave him the opportunity to use his formal and
informal artistic training. Although he had long ago given up his dream of studying art in Europe,
Greener had scoured the libraries at Oberlin, Harvard, the University of South Carolina, and
Howard, soaking up everything their holdings had to say and show about decorative, artistic,
and monumental art. He played a large role in the selection of the Grant Monument
design.7Richard enjoyed New York. Its culture, he found, was “much more to [his] taste than the
fetid and vitiated political and social atmosphere of Washington which we have breathed so
long.”8 The city was undergoing a cultural renaissance. In the decade and a half before
Greener’s arrival, the Museum of Natural History (established in 1869) had been joined by the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (1872), Madison Square Garden (1879), and the Metropolitan
Opera (1883). All were funded by the donations or bequests of New York’s millionaires. In the
post–Civil War era, Manhattan (still a separate city) had emerged as a center of industry and the



center of finance in the nation. Technological advances in the postwar economy and the
development of corporate capitalism concentrated unprecedented riches in the hands of a few
businessmen. Telegraph cable and railroads, steel and oil, made Cornelius Vanderbilt, John
Pierpont Morgan, Andrew Carnegie, and dozens of others into the equivalents of
multibillionaires today. Now many of these men were investing their assets into cultural
institutions, and New Yorkers like Greener could take advantage of some of these newly opened
institutions.9Richard visited his family for Thanksgiving and Christmas. Genie was pregnant
again, and it was a difficult pregnancy this time. Put on bed rest in early February 1886, she gave
birth on the twenty-second to Theodora Genevieve. Richard was away for most of her
pregnancy, even for the birth. In fact, the night before Theodora was born, Richard was dining at
the exclusive Delmonico’s restaurant with two hundred of his fellow Harvard alumni. The New
York Harvard Club had accepted this prominent African American as a member. A few weeks
later Greener marched in the Saint Patrick’s Day parade with T. Thomas Fortune, a well-known
African American organizer and newspaper editor in New York. Greener’s presence at the
parade with Fortune indicates that he was connected with black leadership in New York, even as
his new job brought him into increased contact with exclusively or predominantly white
circles.10Greener also took a second job, on the Municipal Civil Service Examining Board. He
was now supporting two households, and hoped finally to make enough money to bring himself
financial stability. Unfortunately, he made some bad investments; the solution to his money
problems remained elusive. The extra work left Greener little time for visiting D.C., but he was
there for the holidays again in 1886. They had, he said, spent every Christmas Day at home
together as a family since their marriage. In August of 1887 Genevieve gave birth again, this time
to a boy. Richard must have been thrilled—after four girls and the death of his first son, it was
clear from his letters that Russell was his favorite. If he showed that favoritism at home, it must
have baffled Belle and her sisters, until they were old enought to understand the limitations on
women’s opportunities. But little Charles Woodman Greener lived only for three months. Belle
would surely have remembered his short life and his death, so impossible to explain or
understand. She turned eight years old that November, the same month her baby brother
died.11Richard went home for Christmas as usual. This time when he returned to New York, his
family went with him. Once again, Genevieve followed her husband to an unfamiliar place,
probably with no little trepidation. In New York, Richard was busy with work, so Genevieve must
have stayed mainly at home. She now had five children between the ages of two and twelve, and
the loss of her infant son was still a fresh grief. Eventually, other members of her extended Fleet
family migrated to New York, including Belle’s uncle Bellini and her cousin’s son Henry L.
Grant.12 But Richard’s letters make no mention of contact with these family members. Still, New
York in the late 1880s was a much more comfortable place to adjust to than South Carolina in
the 1870s had been: the weather was colder, the Northern customs different. And here they
were far from the only newcomers.As the Greeners arrived in New York, they were part of a
much larger migration of Americans to the city that was quickly becoming the national economic



and cultural capital. Although many American migrants were white, the most visible new arrivals
were African Americans coming from the South for the jobs in the urban North’s new industrial
expansion, and with the hope of freedom from southern racism and segregation. Most African
American migrants were working-class, but all, like Richard, were seeking work and better lives,
hoping to find the North less racist than the increasingly limited and violent forms of white
supremacy that the South was developing to replace slavery. The Greeners’ relationship to
African Americans in New York reflected a shift in their racial experience and identity.African
American migration in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries altered the racial
demographics of most northern and midwestern urban centers, including New York. Manhattan
had actually lost a sizable portion of its black population during the Civil War, in part because of
its notorious draft riots, in which white working-class men attacked black people and institutions,
lynching and killing over 100 and burning the Colored Orphans Asylum to the ground. But by
1900 there were 60,000 blacks in New York, 36,000 in Manhattan. (The five cities and towns
united into a single, multiborough city in 1898.) Most blacks in Manhattan lived in small
neighborhoods in the southern area (Five Points, Greenwich Village), in the West Side area
between Twenty-fourth and Fortieth Streets known as the Tenderloin, or in the area north of
Central Park that would later be known as Black Harlem. In 1901 the sociologist W. E. B. Du Bois
estimated that one-half of New York’s African American population was employed in domestic
service or menial work. One-quarter was working in higher vocations, and one-quarter consisted
of the poor, struggling and failing or turning to crime. Du Bois also advised that “no respectable
negro family should linger a week in the Tenderloin of New York,” and it is unlikely any member of
the Greener family ever did.13The Greeners were, again, both part of this history and distinct
from it. Their first home together, for example, was not in one of the black districts described by
Du Bois. Their apartment at 29 West Ninety-ninth Street was in a largely white area just west of
Central Park, far north of the Tenderloin district and south of Harlem. Native-born New Yorkers,
Germans, Scandinavians, Irish, Canadians, and white migrant Americans lived in multifamily
dwellings; twelve families lived in number 29. It was a solidly working-class, lower-middle-class
neighborhood. Men worked as salesmen, butchers, bookkeepers, carpenters, policemen;
women earned wages as dressmakers, stenographers, or store clerks or worked at home caring
for children. Most school-aged children went to school. Some washerwomen and janitors lived
there, as well as some nurses and teachers. Rarely, a black family appeared in one of the
surrounding blocks. More rarely still, a black servant lived with a white family. But right around
the corner on Central Park West, fortunes went up. Stockbrokers, physicians, and engineers now
outnumbered clerks and salesmen. Many families there had live-in servants, either African
American or foreign-born.14And then there was the park, literally a block away from the Greener
residence. The largest public space in metropolitan America, Central Park provided a haven of
walking paths, open squares, fountains, gardens, and lush greenery for New Yorkers of all
backgrounds. Later in her life, Belle often retreated to country estates and wilderness
sanctuaries when the stress and pace of her life overwhelmed her. Perhaps she and her siblings



already did the same when they wanted to escape their homework and the stuffy confines of the
apartment. On the other side of the park was the Metropolitan Museum of Art, which offered free
admission several days each week. One of Manhattan’s two public libraries—or, rather, privately
funded libraries open to the public—was also across the park. (The Lenox Library, at Fifth
Avenue and East Seventieth Street, was also the storage site for J. Pierpont Morgan’s overflow
of rare books and manuscripts.)15 Genevieve and her children must have taken advantage of
these opportunities. Russell was taking drawing lessons and seemed to have an artistic gift. And
he was not the only one interested in art. Several years later an “Aunt Julia” (possibly her great
aunt Julia Grant) gave Belle a copy of Bernard Berenson’s The Venetian Painters of the
Renaissance. A young up-and-coming art critic, Berenson, in soon-to-be signature commentary,
pointed out patterns in the artists’ works, offering new ways to determine attributions, as well as
meditating on the transcendence and significance of the individual pieces.16While the
opportunities that New York offered were exciting, in the short term it was probably just enough
that the Greener family was together again after over two years apart. Richard was once more
present in his children’s daily lives, he was no longer on the lecture or activism circuits, and for a
while they lived a quiet yet busy life. The four older children were in school and doing well. The
“baby,” two-year-old Theodora, was plump and healthy. At the end of 1888, however, Richard’s
mother died, and he brought her body to New York for burial. His mother had never met his wife
and children. And when Genevieve asked his cousin Isaiah for help with the burial expenses,
Richard was furious. He needed the money, he admitted, but he could not forgive Genie for
going behind his back to ask for it.17Meanwhile, the criticism from the Washington Bee
continued, and rumors began to spread that the Greeners were now avoiding former friends—at
least those who were not white. Richard was at first annoyed at the rumors, then embarrassed
and angry. When Francis and Charlotte Grimké came to New York but did not call on their old
friends, Richard wrote to them. He feared that the Grimkés had believed the reports and thought
their presence would be unwelcome, and he wanted to assure them otherwise. Passing was an
uncomfortable reality to many families of mixed ancestry. As a minister, Francis had sermonized
on the subject the summer before Richard moved to New York. Grimké called passing a sin,
warning his congregants to avoid the temptation to “sail under false colors, to masquerade,”
although he acknowledged there were many good reasons for people who could to do so.18 As
a friend, though, he seemed to be following the usual practice of leaving alone individuals who
were thought to be living as white, avoiding anything that might “unmask” them.Richard
continually denied that there was anything to the rumors. The Greeners did live in a
predominantly white neighborhood, and Richard worked in an entirely white workplace, although
he tried to bring other African Americans into the GMA office and activities. In part the problem
was that Richard was no longer doing work that was actively focused on black civil rights and
racial politics. He believed that the work he was doing for the Grant Monument did serve that
greater cause, but he was working primarily with white New Yorkers—and prominent ones at
that. The black-published New York Age noted that since his arrival in New York, Richard had



focused on his job. “He has not mingled much with his race, but he has kept close watch of race
affairs.” The Age speculated that Greener may have been frustrated by political failures, or
believed that “the race had failed to sustain him as it should have done.” Whatever the problem,
the editor defended Professor Greener as “one of the best critical scholars the race has
produced” and “one of the most eloquent Afro-Americans in the country.” At least part of the New
York African American community still claimed Richard T. Greener and believed—as he did—
that he was still identified with them.19In 1892 Richard Greener resigned from the Grant
Monument project, along with the other paid officers, when wealthy board members voted to
eliminate their salaries.20 His job at the Civil Service Board kept the family afloat, but new
expenses were arising. The children were growing. By 1894 “Weezie” (Louise) and Russell had
both started college already: she at the Girls’ Normal School, he at the College of the City of
New York. Belle was finishing school and would begin to attend the new Teachers’ College the
next year, at the age of sixteen. Baby Theodora had started grammar school.21As Greener
began looking for work in his previous fields—Republican Party organizing and civil rights
activism—the rumors of his racial identity became an obstacle. When a friend approached
Booker T. Washington about a possible job for Richard, mentioning twice in one letter that the
Greeners looked “almost white,” Washington made some inquiries. These seemed to focus as
much on Genevieve as on Richard, and the results suggested that it was Genie’s behavior, not
Richard’s, that was behind the confusion. One correspondent wrote in 1894 that although
Genevieve “is colored and never passed for anything else while here [in D.C.],” it was generally
known that “she associates only with whites in New York.”22 Washington did not hire Greener,
but did begin a correspondence with him.In 1896 Richard attended the Republican National
Convention with a delegation from the National Federation of Colored Men. Afterward he was
hired by the Afro-American News Syndicate and hired to head the Republican Party’s Western
Colored Bureau in Chicago to campaign for William McKinley, the Republican presidential
candidate, as well as several important local elections. Greener planned to stay in Chicago with
his cousin Ida Platt, who had just become the first black woman to graduate from an Illinois law
school and was now practicing law. But other black Republicans in New York intervened. They
reported that both Greener and his wife had been passing for white, charging that Richard had
rented from white landlords even before his family joined him in New York, and that he had
deserted his race, refusing to involve himself in African American organizations or socialize with
colored people in New York. It was only because of his financial straits that he was now returning
to race politics. Greener defended himself, pointing out that he had appointed other African
Americans to the Grant committees and invited them to public affairs connected with the
building. Despite the charges, Greener went to Chicago and campaigned hard for the
Republican candidates. When McKinley won the presidency, Greener returned to New York,
where reports that he and his family had been passing in the late 1880s and early 1890s
persisted. Alexander Crummell, an African American minister and leader who had once been
Greener’s friend, blocked his membership to the American Negro Academy, charging, “For years



he has been a white man in New York and turned his back upon all colored
acquaintances.”23Although Richard, as a public figure, bore the brunt of the controversy over his
racial identity, Genevieve was the one who wanted to identify and live as white. Perhaps it began
when she realized her fellow New Yorkers were not recognizing her as colored, assuming
instead perhaps that she was southern European. Although there was no official segregation in
New York, this presumtion would have greatly improved the way Genevieve and (probably more
important) her children were received and treated. Teachers and schoolmates would likely have
assumed that the Greener children were white. Did Genevieve instruct them not to explain
otherwise? Did she instill in them a white identity? Perhaps she explained to them that they were
more white than black, or perhaps the older children had already learned that being labeled
black could lead to very different treatment.One odd piece of evidence suggests that Genevieve
and her children had already begun using the name Greene by 1894. The inscription in the
Venetian Painters book that Belle apparently received as a gift that year reads, “Belle Greene
with love from ‘Aunt Julia.’ March 5, ’94.” This is a puzzling note. In 1894 Richard was still with the
family and Genevieve and her children were still using the name Greener, in all official records
anyway. But it is possible that Belle, and perhaps her siblings, were already playing with both a
name change and an identity change. Finding records of the children during the 1890s has been
particularly frustrating. Most schools do not have surviving student records going back that far,
and children were listed individually only in census data. Was Belle already using the name
Greene in 1894? Or did she, or someone else, write the inscription later and backdate it?It
seems pretty clear that Genevieve, and probably her children as well, were already working,
going to school, and socializing in contexts where they were presumed to be white. Doing this
while still living with Richard T. Greener, the man whom any newspaper reader could identify as
the Negro former secretary of the Grant Monument Association, was unusual, to say the least.
Of course, it would be assumed by outsiders that Richard was also trying to shift to living as
white. How could a husband and wife present such different images of themselves to friends and
neighbors? Perhaps Richard agreed not to mention his race around the building (although other
African Americans lived on their block). This issue was very likely either at the core of their
marital conflict or at least the topic through which they struggled over other concerns: whether
he was faithful, whether adult children should work their way through college and beyond or be
supported by parents, how much influence extended family should have, how much a husband
and father was expected to earn to support his family.Little, if any, evidence of these issues
filtered into letters and other public records. But the question of racial identity was apparent.
Richard was painfully aware that he was generally believed to have betrayed his loyalties to the
colored community. He wrote to John E. Bruce, one of the few African American journalists, he
said, who had defended him. Greener recalled that Bruce had also been one of the few black
men who “dared to come and see” him in his office on Broadway when “other Negroes passed
by,” not giving him the chance to prove he had not changed. Greener was grateful that at least
some fellow race men knew that his heart and loyalties were still with them.24But Richard gave



up on returning to race politics and headed to Washington to consult with Republican leaders
who had been offering him a position in the McKinley administration. He had hardly been home
for the past year or two, and the marriage did not survive either the distance of his travels or the
equally expansive gap between Genie’s and Richard’s ideas about where to live in the racial and
ethnic spectrum of New York. By the end of 1897 the Greeners had separated. The 1898 city
directory lists only a “Genevieve I. Greener” at the West Ninety-ninth Street address.25 Married
women rarely merited a separate entry unless they had a residence separate from their
husband’s; dependent children were never named unless they had a professional position to
publicize. Richard moved around a great deal, but when he was in New York over the next
months he stayed in temporary lodgings or his office.Now alone and estranged from his family,
Richard yearned to get away from New York and his family. He began to pursue a foreign service
job and was offered an appointment in Bombay, which would pay $2,000 a year. Was he restless
enough to go that far to a place with which he had no experience or connection? In the spring of
1898 he stood in front of the Fifth Avenue Hotel, at Madison Square, and watched the news
bulletins flash reports of the Spanish-American War in electric lights while new recruits marched
and drilled in the square. “I feel a slight touch of the fever myself,” he wrote his cousin, and
considered enlisting in “some naval capacity.” But he was too old for war. And Genie, with the
help of her uncle Charles Peters, was able to block the Bombay appointment. In a
confrontational meeting between husband and wife, mediated by Genie’s aunt, and in a
threatening letter to Peters, Richard warned his wife and her powerful family not to block his
aspirations.26Exactly what Genie’s motives were is not clear. Perhaps she had heard the rumors
in D.C. that her husband had a mistress there and wanted revenge, or she may have been trying
to keep her children’s main source of support closer to home. Whatever the reason, she gave up
her efforts after this meeting. In late 1898, with no further interference from his estranged wife,
Richard T. Greener was appointed to a consular post in Vladivostok, Russia, a port city close to
Japan. Russia would not recognize a consul, so Greener’s title was adjusted to “Commercial
Agent.” There he would later be joined or rejoined by a Japanese woman with whom he
eventually had a common-law marriage and several children.27By the time he left, his marriage
to Genevieve was over, although there is no record of an official divorce in New York or
Washington, D.C. In a final meeting the couple negotiated terms of support. Richard’s letters do
not mention meeting with his children during the year or two that he was not living with them, or
before his departure. Most seem to have broken off all ties. Richard wrote bitterly to his cousin
about his family situation soon after he arrived in Vladivostok:I have had two letters from Louise;
but none from Mrs. G or any of the other children. Louise seems to be ambitious and is taking a
course for a degree, besides her daily teaching. I am willing to do my part, when I get on my feet;
but I want it settled on a legal basis: for I am firmly resolved, never to live in the Fleet family any
more, I have had my dose of them, and Mrs. G. has shown she cannot live with me and for me
alone. She has ample grounds now, on which to secure a divorce and I should interpose no
objections. All they want of me, is my money, and I don’t see, why she does not see what is her



only course. If they attempt to bother or harass me, I shall simply remain abroad until death
relieves one or the other of us. There are only two children, I am bound to support, in fact only
one, for Ethel was 18 in Dec. Lowell and Louise are self-supporting, and Belle and Ethel will be
soon in the same position. Mrs. G. has shown herself a good enough business woman, when her
own individual interests are concerned, and she has made friends in New York, at my expense,
and by disparagement of me, to an extent I can never forgive, and she knows my determination
full well; for I told her so, in plain terms at our last interview.28If anyone other than Louise wrote
to Richard in Siberia, he left no record of it.Clearly, multiple issues were involved in the
dissolution of the Greeners’ marriage. That he felt taken over by the Fleet family is not surprising,
given their long history and deep ties in the Washington, D.C., elite. That dominance had
apparently followed him even to New York. His complaint about Genie’s making friends in New
York in a way that threatened or belittled him probably refers to her socializing only with
whites.Richard’s refusal to support his children after they turned eighteen was a blow to
Genevieve, who aspired to higher education for all her children.29 To help them pay for tuition,
she began to work again as a music teacher.In 1899 Hermione Fleet, née Peters, passed away.
She was buried in Harmony Cemetery, a graveyard organized by free Negroes in 1825 as part of
a mutual aid society whose membership (any free adult Negro man was eligible) paid dues in
exchange for financial assistance in medical and burial expenses.30 It was far from Genevieve’s
last link to her family; the presence of her aunt and uncle in mediating her separation from
Richard attests to that. But it may have helped her make the decision or confirm the path she
was on.By 1900 the official transformation was complete. Still living at 29 Ninety-ninth Street,
Genevieve reported herself as “Ida Green,” widow. “Mary L” was a teacher, “De Costa” (Russell)
was a clerk, “Marian” (Belle) was a “libaryberian,” and Alice Ethel and Theodora were both in
school. The entire family was listed as white. This was not the first time enumerators had seen
them as white, but it was the first appearance of “Green” or “Greene” rather than “Greener.” (City
directories soon established the correct spelling as “Greene,” but the final e would often be
omitted in private and public records alike.) This was also the first use of “De Costa” or “Da
Costa” in either Russell or Belle’s name.31 What discussions went into these name changes?
What did the children think about their father’s departure? How much impact could he be said to
have had on them if they changed their name to disassociate from him and never wrote while he
was in Vladivostok?The children of famous men and women are usually influenced more by their
parents’ private lives than by the public stances and accomplishments for which they are known.
Greener’s frequent absences may have prevented him from having a stronger effect on his
children. They seem not to have adopted his perception that mixed-race ancestry was a
subdivision of the colored race and that unity was the path to the common goal of ending
prejudice. But surely Belle, a keen observer of human behavior, a woman known for soaking up
information like a sponge, would have learned from and even picked up some of her father’s
attitudes.What would she have remembered about Richard Greener while he was gone, and
what lessons would she have consciously or unconsciously internalized? Belle’s father



supported women’s activism and suffrage, publishing his belief that women needed the vote to
escape their present position of servitude and fulfill their potential abilities in civil society.32
Although his letters about his children tended to focus on his one son, his daughters were all
encouraged in their schoolwork and were expected to enter an appropriate profession. It was
common among middle-class African American families to place equal emphasis on educating
their daughters and on women’s work as part of their role as wives and mothers, and the
Greeners were no exceptions to this rule.33 Greener would have encouraged, even pressured,
his children to work hard, to excel at their studies, and to aim high in their ambitions.Belle’s
father also admired the struggles and character of other ethnic minorities in the United States,
especially Jews, whom he held up as a group that African Americans should use as a model for
their own development. And he knew how to interact with people from different backgrounds,
including elite white society—his fellow students at Phillips Academy and Harvard were the
sons, now the leaders, of that society. Richard looked forward to a time when the colored
schools he taught at would be integrated; when the migration to the Midwest he helped support
would no longer be necessary; when the informal bans among African Americans against
interracial marriage, passing, and living outside of one’s racial community no longer made
sense; and when a man of color could simply be a man. (For example, he was one of the few
African American leaders to defend Frederick Douglass when he married a white
woman.)34Belle probably developed her love of art and her fascination with rare books from her
father as well. While Greener was still the librarian at the University of South Carolina, he
submitted a paper on the “Rare and Curious Books” of that institution to the American
Philological Association meeting in 1876. He had also had a personal collection of rare books
and documents related to African American history, including a 1792 edition of Benjamin
Banneker’s Almanac and a facsimile of a letter written by Banneker to Thomas Jefferson. His
continued interest in classical European art was evident in a small scrapbook of reproductions
from European museums that he presented to Francis and Charlotte Grimké in 1913.35 There
was definitely something of Richard T. Greener in his daughter Belle da Costa Greene.Still, in
changing their names, Belle and her family cut this connection with Richard Greener. This official
name change from Greener to Greene is an intriguing one. The elimination of the r was a
conscious indication that the family members had altered their public identity. We cannot say for
sure what their personal identity was (mixed? colored? white with some black ancestry?), but we
do know that they were signaling a change from their previous public identity as colored, and an
intention to hide a part of their past and their ancestry. It was not a complete change, however:
Greene is very close to Greener. Perhaps it was necessary to be able to use some old records
and papers? If Belle and her siblings were already distancing themselves from their well-known
father by using a different name, they may have needed one that he would think was a mistake if
he caught someone using it. Before computer databases and Social Security numbers,
changing one’s name was a relatively simple matter. But there were other permutations as well:
Genevieve added “Van Vliet” to her name, most likely a Europeanized version of her own maiden



name, Fleet. She continued to shift her name around for decades, appearing variously as Van
Vliet Greene, Genevieve V. V. Greene, and Ida Green, later as Victoria Greene—sometimes
listing herself as a widow of DeAcosta, sometimes as a widow of Van Vliet. Most often, however,
she seems to have been using Van Vliet as her maiden name. (When her youngest daughter
married, for example, she listed her mother’s maiden name as Genevieve Van Vliet and her
father as Russell Da Costa.)36 Using both her maiden name and her husband’s name may also
have been an attempt to suggest a higher-class background. It was common practice among
New York’s social elite for women to incorporate their family names into their married names,
either formally or informally. Children were also sometimes given their mother’s family name as a
middle name. In both cases the practice indicated the prominence of the woman’s family.
Genevieve may already have been creating the image Belle would propagate of her mother as a
genteel woman fallen on hard times. That much was certainly true.But whatever names
Genevieve cycled through over the next forty years, she never went back to Greener, either the
name or the man, and neither did her children.Genevieve did not make this decision alone. Her
four eldest children were old enough to understand fully the significance of what they were
doing, and to leave the family if they disagreed strongly with it. By 1900 Louise was twenty-four,
Russell twenty-three, Belle Marian twenty-one, and Ethel Alice twenty. (The “baby,” Theodora,
was fourteen.) There is no question that the older four knew that both their parents were of white
and black ancestry. They had seen their father struggling to make a political career, championing
and representing “his race,” even as he wished to unify the races and break down the walls
between blacks and whites. And they had seen the toll that white America’s unrelenting racism
had taken on him.Furthermore, the Greener children had grown up in a racial world different from
that of Genevieve’s childhood. Black and white communities were becoming even more
segregated and distinct. The social ties (sometimes family ties) that families like the Fleets had
once had to the white community were growing weaker and even breaking. Genevieve had
grown up in a time when associating with whites was a part of being in the elite colored class. In
her world, there were privileges that could be enjoyed if one were willing to live within certain
restrictions and conduct oneself carefully. Her children had experienced a different racial
context; the social advantages that light skin had given their parents may have been far less
forthcoming for this new generation. Since they were all physically light enough to be perceived
as white, they had probably also experienced the very different ways some whites treated them
when they were perceived as white and when they were perceived as colored. Did they identify
themselves as colored? Did they see their black ancestry as only an obstacle to their goals and
dreams? Or were they willing to give up an identity and a community that had nurtured them for
the sake of freeing themselves of the burden of racism?In New York there was also the very
pressing question of money. Despite Richard’s assurances that his family did not need the
money they demanded from him, they were actually struggling without their father. If Richard, a
colored man who graduated from Harvard and was a lawyer, had had such difficulties
supporting five children, how would Genevieve as a colored woman with much less education



and work experience ever manage?And so Genevieve Ida Fleet/Greener/Van Vliet/D’Acosta/
Greene crossed the color line and began to live as white, bringing her five children with her. It
was probably just the last step in a decadelong process. In the lingo of the day, they were said to
be passing. But this term is ineffective in conveying the meaning, motivation, and performance of
what Belle Marion Greener was doing as she became Belle da Costa Greene. And who Belle da
Costa Greene became.Passing had always been a reality in American society, and a curiosity to
many white Americans. It was a growing phenomenon at the turn of the twentieth century. But
the term “passing” itself reflects nineteenth-century racial definitions, suggesting that people
who were really black were now pretending to be white. In nineteenth-century white literature,
people who passed were usually found out, and their black “blood”—or at least its discovery—
almost inevitably led to their tragic downfall. Historically, however, passing has been experienced
and understood in many ways: as a rejection of the fiction of race, as a betrayal of the African
American community, as an acceptance of the dominant racial ancestry of a mostly white
person, as a form of assimilation, as a cultural adaptation comparable to the Anglicization of
European ethnic names, as resistance to the illogic of the one-drop rule. Belle’s experience was
certainly less dramatic than stories of passing found in literature, pulp fiction, and film. She had,
for instance, brought one parent and all of her siblings along with her. This kind of continuity
belies the image of someone giving up all of her family ties and past connections to enter an
entirely new social world.37More important, the term “passing” suggests a masquerade and
deception. What if Belle had never considered herself colored? She was eight years old when
she moved to New York. It is hardly possible that she was unaware she had black ancestry, but
she may not have believed that that made her black or even colored in any significant way. What
if she understood her father’s strong social connections with that part of his ancestry, but—once
out of D.C.—had no such connections herself? What if her name change was a conscious or
unconscious rejection not only of her father’s name but of his racial identity as well? Because we
cannot really know her self-identity, I prefer the term “living as white” because it allows for the
possibility that Belle was a woman of color who believed her predominantly white ancestry made
her just as white as her Italian, Jewish, and other white ethnic neighbors and
schoolmates.Throughout her life Belle made a variety of comments about her identity,
references to race, color, and ethnicity that help further illuminate her self-perception. I will
discuss these as they come up in her life either in her own writings or (more often) as others’
observations or surrounding events raised them for her. These movements further illuminate
Belle’s understanding and public performance of her racial and ethnic identity. The first clue lies
in her new name. When Belle Marion Greener became Belle da Costa Greene, she also added a
fictitious Portuguese ancestry.38 Only Belle and her brother used the “da Costa”; none of her
sisters seems to have done so. Why?Casual observers and intimates alike took note of Belle’s
appearance. She had what her own brother called a “peculiar style of beauty,”39 one that
journalists and biographers struggled to describe: “the young Belle da Costa Greene with the
alluring pug-dog face and lidded green eyes and tiny waist.”40 Even in biographies and



monographs in which she merits only brief mention, her physical attributes are carefully noted.
She is described as “strangely beautiful,” and her ethnic background was a constant source of
speculation during her lifetime as well as afterward. Her skin is called “dark,” “olive,”
“Medierranean,” “yellowish.” Her appearance was “exotic.” Her origins were “obscure”—“the
dusky oval of her face suggested an exotic origin.”41In other words, her appearance—and that
of her brother—may have been different enough that they could not pass for Anglo. Even in New
York’s mix of ethnicities and races, Belle’s identity and ancestry drew attention and questions.
With the in-pouring of immigrants of “new” ethnic European backgrounds to New York, any non-
Anglo features of the Greene family could blend more easily into this melting pot of faces and
skin tones and accents and cultures. Of course, in such a context, their cultured upbringing,
mildly southern but very American accents, and fine comportment and values could render them
far less threatening and suspicious than these newcomers.Claiming Portuguese ancestry was a
carefully chosen tactic. Belle and her family may not have anticipated the extent to which anti-
immigrationists would argue that southern Europeans were as dangerous to the racial integrity
of white America as people of mixed ancestry were. Even then, the focus was mostly on
southern Italians, who had long been suspected—probably quite rightly—of having some North
African ancestry.But perhaps the most consistent characteristic of American racialism has been
its inconsistency. The one-drop rule was increasingly becoming the law of the land and the
dominant way of thinking about race in terms of African Americans of mixed ancestry. In fact,
had Belle really been from Virginia, as she claimed, she might have run into more serious
difficulty in adopting a white identity after being born colored. By the early twentieth century
Virginia officials were vigilantly guarding against attempts by people of mixed ancestry to live as
anything but black. As the state revised its definition of blackness in 1904 (anyone with one-
quarter or more black ancestry), and again in 1924 (anyone with any amount of black ancestry),
individuals and families found themselves literally reassigned from white to mulatto, from mulatto
to black, and even from white to black.42 But Italians were legally white, and Portuguese
immigration never reached the same numbers or levels of national concern.Many self-identified
Negroes, mixed-race and otherwise, were quick to point out the illogic of the one-drop rule and
of the racialism that underlay it. The Harlem Renaissance writer Jessie Fauset, for example,
compared the treatment a young women would receive in the United States as colored with her
treatment as an Italian American. She described a young girl living in New York: “[W]avy brown
hair, rosy cheeks, and gray eyes make my Fabiola like one of those rare Italian girls born on the
East Side from roots firmly planted about sunny Naples. You may call that Italian Fabiola a jewel
or a flower; but my Fabiola is a Negro. What must I call her?” She might have called her Belle da
Costa Greene.43 But what did Belle da Costa Greene call herself?One thing we know she
called herself was “librarian.” By 1900 Belle was listing that as her occupation. A friend later
recorded that she had worked as an apprentice in the New York Public Library system (which
means at either the Lenox or the Astor Library) and that she took a bibliography course at
Amherst College’s Fletcher Summer Library School. The former cannot be confirmed; but “Belle



M. Greene” does appear in a July 1901 listing of former students of Amherst’s Library Class of
1900. By then she was working at the University of Princeton Library.44 She may have had
previous jobs, but this is the earliest position where Belle’s early life and career begin to come
into focus.3PRINCETON: EARLY INFLUENCES[W]hile there is nothing in the law of the
University to prevent a Negro’s entering, the whole temper and tradition of the place are such
that no Negro has ever applied for admission and it seems extremely unlikely that the question
will ever assume a practical form.—Woodrow Wilson, 19041I am having an awfully good time—
being “rushed” to my vanity’s content and renewing my youth in this my beloved Princeton—I
have a peculiar fondness for the place as I have spent so many happy days here.—Belle
Greene, 19102HOW DID BELLE make the transition from being a high school graduate with a
few extra library courses to becoming arguably the most powerful woman in the New York art
and book world? Belle’s early career is difficult to trace. Even during her lifetime, her pre–Morgan
Library work and training remained obscure. In part this was because her rise to fame under
Morgan’s name overshadowed anything that came before it. But largely it was Belle’s own
covering of her tracks. Her formal schooling, for example, is a mystery. At Teachers’ College she
would have learned the latest in educational methods and psychology, but that hardly explains
her emergence as an expert on pre-fifteenth-century books. She herself never mentioned the
Amherst summer program where she seems to have taken a summer course in 1900, and no
records tell us what classes she took there. The brochure for the five-week session in 1901
promises daily morning lectures introducing students to the basics of library work and
cataloguing—using several systems—and afternoon practical work suited to students’ needs.
Admission required only a high school diploma and a fee of fifteen dollars.3Still, much of the
answer to her professional and social transition lies in the three years she spent in her early
twenties working at the Princeton University Library. It may not have been her first library job, but
it is the first one whose influence on her future career is traceable. How she got the job, and
exactly when she started, is unclear. According to Amherst’s records she was already there by
the summer of 1901; the first mention of her in the Princeton archives is 1902.4 And there are
few details on the specifics of her job or social life during this period. The local and student
papers make no mention of Belle during this time, and the library records mention her only
briefly. But her few years at Princeton gave Belle practice in the basic librarian skills that she
would have learned at Amherst. She also gained a grounding in rare books and manuscripts, as
well as experience in conducting herself as a working woman, as a girl surrounded by male
students, and as a white person in a highly segregated town. What Belle’s life was like during her
years in Princeton can only be speculatively reconstructed through accounts of news and
community events and her own later reminiscences, but that context tells us a great deal.Belle
and her family were already living as white by the time she began working at the Princeton
Library.5 She had used the name Greene at Amherst (but kept the middle initial M). Still, Belle
was leading a double life of sorts, maintaining residence in New York and New Jersey. The
Pennsylvania Railroad ran a line between Princeton and New York—a trip of less than two hours.



The trains ran twelve times a day Monday through Saturday, and three times on Sunday
evenings.6 This would have made visits between Belle and her family relatively easy, and she
could have readily spent weekends with them. In fact, when New York and New Jersey
conducted state censuses in 1905, both listed her. In Manhattan, Belle was Marian Greene,
twenty-two-year-old librarian, daughter of Van Vliet Greene. Her sisters Louise and Ethel were
working as teachers. Russell and her sister Theodora were both students. Russell was now in
the Engineering School at Columbia University, where he eventually received his master’s
degree in mining, electrical engineering, and steam engineering. It was probably to support him
that the family moved in 1903. Their new apartment was at 507 West 112th Street, between
Broadway and Amsterdam, just a few blocks south of Columbia’s campus, northwest of Central
Park, around the corner from Morningside Park. On the far side of Columbia University stood the
marble tomb of the Grant Monument that Richard Greener had worked to raise funds for.
Dedicated in 1897, it was still a popular New York attraction in Riverside Park.In Princeton she
appeared as Belle Green, twenty-one-year-old library worker, a single woman boarding with an
extended family.7 Belle’s apartment in Princeton was on University Drive, right next to the
campus, just a brief walk from the library. She could have made her daily way across campus
with two of her apartment mates. Charlotte Martins was a librarian, in charge of the purchasing
department in 1902; her salary was $100 per month.8 Belle later referred to herself as “one of
Miss Martins’ pupils” and recalled the “excellent training” Charlotte gave her.9 In her midfifties in
1905, Martins had worked at the library for over twenty years when Belle arrived. She lived with
her father, John Martins, and her widowed sister, Anna Hyde, whose daughter Gertrude also
worked at the library. Anna and her other daughter, Clara, do not seem to have worked for
wages.10 The Martinses and the Hydes had rented their portion of the house since at least 1900
and often took in a boarder. But Belle was more than a boarder.Working with Gertrude at the
library, probably under Charlotte’s direct supervision, Belle adopted Gertrude’s aunt as her own
as well. Letters between Charlotte and Belle a few years later demonstrate their fondness for
each other, with Belle writing to Charlotte as “Aunt Lottie” and Charlotte to Belle as “darling
Bella.” The same train that allowed dual residency for Belle before her move to the Morgan
Library also allowed her to return repeatedly to Princeton for weekends and visits for the rest of
her life, often including a stay or visit with the Martins-Hydes, even after Belle became a “high-
flyer.”11The little information we have about Belle’s fellow librarians and housemates in
Princeton is tantalizing. Although all the Hydes and Martinses are listed as white in the records,
their reported ancestries suggest a complex history, perhaps even mirroring that of Belle’s family.
John Martins, Anna and Charlotte’s father, was born in the West Indies in the 1810s. John
Martins had worked as a bookkeeper in Roxbury, Massachusetts. He and his wife, Anna, raised
five children with the help of an Irish domestic servant. John listed his father’s birthplace as
Spain.12Did the Martins-Hydes’ West Indian and Spanish background reflect their own racial
ambiguity? Certainly Anglo-Americans associated the West Indies with racial mixing. In an
interesting departure from her New York records, Belle told the 1905 New Jersey census taker



that her birthplace was D.C. and that her father was born in England and her mother in Spain.
Oddly, it was her father’s grandfather who was thought actually to be Spanish, and in 1900 the
Greene children told New York enumerators that their father was born in Philadelphia, their
mother in Maryland. Was it the Martinses and Hydes’ Spanish ancestor who inspired Belle to
begin embellishing her southern European ancestry? She never claimed Spanish ancestry
again. Had she found a white family whose national and ethnic history she could model as her
own? Or were these three librarians and their families further united by a shared black or mixed
ancestry that they had to hide to in order keep their jobs?13 Certainly being born in the West
Indies did not mean that Charlotte’s grandfather was black or colored. However, in 1910, with
John Martins gone (probably dead), Charlotte and her sister told federal census enumerators
that their ancestry was English on both sides.Princeton University was a particularly interesting
place for Belle to first be on her own and living as white. Like New York, New Jersey had never
offered a legal definition of black or white. But Princeton was culturally very southern despite its
northern location, and the university was largely responsible for this. Throughout the nineteenth
century Princeton had drawn its upper-class male student body, as well as much of its faculty
and administration, primarily from the slaveholding South. In the first half of the 1800s, students
even brought slaves with them as personal servants during their school residency.14 Moreover,
Princeton was the only Ivy League school that had not begun to admit any African American
students by the turn of the twentieth century. Under Woodrow Wilson’s presidency (1902–10),
the university maintained its white-only student body, although a few Japanese students appear
to have been in residence. On African American admission, however, Wilson held firm.15 In fact,
the first black students did not attend Princeton University until the late 1940s, a handful of
servicemen and veterans participating in a special wartime program. It was enough to prompt a
small, though unsuccessful, campaign to open admissions, but Princeton did not knowingly
admit or actively recruit black students until the mid-1960s.16Still, African Americans were a
visible part of the borough and surrounding township of Princeton, New Jersey. With a total
population of 7,173 in 1905 (including students), more than 90 percent of the 1,123 “colored”
residents lived in the center borough near the university. With the exception of live-in domestic
servants, virtually all residents labeled “colored” by the 1905 state census resided in all-black
neighborhoods, sometimes with a few recent immigrant families sprinkled among them.
(Immigrant neighborhoods, most notably Italian, were also highly segregated in Princeton.)17
There had been a free black community in Princeton since the late seventeenth century, but
most blacks living in Mercer County in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were slaves or
former slaves. Gradual emancipation in New Jersey began in 1804, continuing until 1830 as
those born to slavery “aged out” to freedom. By the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
a strong community had developed in the area south of campus, just a few blocks from Belle’s
apartment. Centered on black churches, black-owned businesses, and the university’s
employment of African Americans as laborers and service workers, this community thrived until
the expansion of the university and the downtown business district forced its removal.Although



not legislated in Princeton, segregation was institutionalized in practices of discrimination and
exclusion. Churches had been segregated since the early nineteenth century. Hotels and
restaurants barred African Americans, except for the exclusively black establishments. African
American children could attend only a black grammar school; there was no black high school
they could attend. In other words, Princeton operated with exactly the kind of two-tiered racial
segregation that made it virtually impossible to maintain a mixed-race identity in
public.Separated from her family in a new city, Belle would have found it both easier and harder
to live as white. She was unknown, less likely to run into anyone who knew her family
background or her father’s identity. But she was now surrounded by evidence of the
discrimination and prejudice that people defined as black lived with in Princeton. Not only was
she living physically closer to a black community than she had been since moving to New York,
perhaps ever, but the town was small enough that local papers took notice of the African
American events and accomplishments. Segregation in small towns did not prevent daily contact
and mutual knowledge between those defined as black and those defined as white.For example,
in 1899 the first African American Princeton resident graduated from high school in nearby
Trenton. Lauded by the black community and the local paper, William D. Robeson Jr.’s
accomplishment would soon be eclipsed by that of his then infant brother Paul.18 The actor,
singer, and activist became Princeton’s most famous African American resident. Paul Robeson
lived in Princeton from 1898 to 1910. Belle would probably not have known him, but she might
have known of his father, who was the former minister of the oldest black church and a
community leader. And in 1904 she would have known about the horrifying death of Paul’s
mother, Maria (or Marie) Louisa Bustill Robeson. Maria suffered terrible burns after her dress
caught fire when hot coals spilled out of her stove; she died hours later. If Belle missed the
newspaper story, she would certainly have heard the talk about such a gruesome event. But did
Belle know that the woman who died was a distant relative? Maria was a first cousin of Jacob C.
White, who was Belle’s second cousin on her father’s side.19 Like Genevieve Fleet, Maria was a
very light-skinned, mixed-race woman from an elite family of color. The Bustills were one of the
most prominent colored families in Philadelphia. But Maria married a darker-skinned, lower-
class, well-educated man. Like Richard Greener, William Robeson was descended more closely
from slavery and was the first in his family to attain a college education. The Robeson children
were as talented and ambitious as the Greener/Greenes, and they were unambiguously
black.20Belle’s treatment and experience in Princeton would have been entirely different from
that of the Robesons simply because white Princetonians accepted her as one of them.
Nevertheless, the small town that she would later call “the most adorable spot in the world” had a
reputation among African Americans in New Jersey as being virulently racist. And the university
that was the site of her fondly remembered “many happy days” would continue to work hard to
maintain its southern identity and white supremacy throughout her lifetime.21In fact, in the
1930s when a Missouri newspaper erroneously mentioned that the then famous Paul Robeson
had attended Princeton University, a local alumnus Roger Slaughter wrote to Princeton’s



president, John Hibben, enclosing the article and asking that he publicly correct the statement:
“As you know one of the reasons that Princeton is popular here and through the south is
because it is the one eastern school which does not enroll negroes. Under the circumstances I
am afraid that the parents of prospective Princeton students may get the wrong impression.”22
Apparently President Hibben agreed with those concerns, for he had the university secretary
write the newspaper’s editor that Paul Robeson had never attended Princeton, but was a
graduate of Rutgers University.23We can only speculate on Belle’s reactions to Princeton’s
system of segregation and discrimination during her few years there. Did she feel any
connection with the African Americans that she would have constantly encountered as servants,
waiters, and janitors on and off campus? Did she feel the guilt that other mixed race individuals
reported when they used their light skin and white features to gain access to good restaurants,
interesting lectures, or a better job? Or did she feel removed from the mostly working-class black
population of Princeton, coming from her middle-class background? Elitism was not something
with which Belle was later identified. Quite the contrary. She became renowned for her practice
of befriending workers, servants, and cab drivers.24 Had she yet learned how to maintain the
racial difference between herself and those whose darker skin and social status was already at a
remove? Perhaps she already knew how to mimic, maybe even internalize, the racial language
and attitude of her white peers. She definitely adopted these habits during her Morgan years.
But would she, like the white students and faculty with whom she worked and socialized, have
been blind to and unaffected by the accomplishments of Princeton’s black community? The
ministers, the teachers, the small-business owners, and the craftsmen and women who had
made up her parents’ social world in Washington—their counterparts were present in Princeton
as well.But Belle fell in love with the university and the social life she enjoyed there. Even after
she was the famous Belle da Costa Greene, J. P. Morgan’s librarian, Belle remained closely tied
to Princeton University.25 She continued to return to Princeton for social weekends and
graduation celebrations into the 1940s. Being a part of this culture also meant accepting the
explicit racism of its hierarchies and traditions: the annual weeklong graduation celebrations
featured, among the bands and parties and games, the regular appearance of black-faced
minstrel musicians.26It is possible that the strong division between blacks and whites and the
full exclusion of blacks from the academic and intellectual activities of the university made Belle
more determined than ever to claim her white identity. Living in Princeton would have tested any
continued connection she may have felt with the black community. Perhaps the reality that she
thrived in this environment suggests that she never had any such connection. As a white
woman, she could work in the library among the books that she loved, she could attend lectures
by the constant stream of local and visiting speakers on subjects ranging from philosophy to
archaeology to politics, and she could participate in the elaborate campus social life. And, of
course, as a slender, attractive, white young woman on a heavily male campus, she had
opportunities for socializing. And she did plenty of that, as her later reflections make clear. She
often went to Princeton dances and greatly resented some of the chaperones there who spoiled



her fun.27 Much later in her life she reflected that if she had not gotten the job with Morgan, she
probably would have ended up marrying a Princeton man.28Had they known her family history,
what would white Princetonians have called Belle da Costa Greene? Most likely “Negro” or
“black.” “Mulatto” was a term that was disappearing in social usage, even though the presence of
people of mixed ancestry was acknowledged. When reporting a 1905 interracial marriage in
Massachusetts, for example, the Princeton Press noted that the woman was “light complexioned
and of fine figure, but unmistakably a negress.”29 And the majority southern student body had
largely grown up in states where, by the turn of the century, the lines between black and white
were being heavily policed by local and state governments through antimiscegenation laws,
blood-quantum definitions of race, and the increasing categorization of people of little or remote
black ancestry as black.30 State legislatures were beginning to police the presumed biological
boundaries between the races by adding or hardening their definitions of racial categories and
outlawing marriage between the nonwhites and the whites.For news outside their little world,
most Princetonians no doubt followed the daily papers of New York, Trenton, or Philadelphia.
The local paper, the Princeton Press, came out only once a week during the years Belle lived
there. It did pick up news from around the country and the world, reprinting matter-of-fact stories
about lynchings (usually the only references to black Americans in national news), politics, and
the activities of alumni and faculty in other places. While the campus had its own student-run
newspaper, the Princetonian, the centrality of the university to the town is apparent in the
consistent focus on academic activities. The community, or at least the white community, was
welcome at campus events. We can easily imagine Belle at some of the many lectures,
concerts, and social events advertised in the town and campus papers during those years.There
was also some international news that might have caught her attention. From 1904 to 1905 the
Press ran a series of stories following the Japanese-Russian war. It was the biggest foreign news
story of the period.31 Many Americans became familiar with the name Richard T. Greener,
unofficial U.S. Consul, often mentioned in news coverage of the war. But only Belle among her
fellow Princetonians would have known that it was her father who was the most important
American official on the ground in Siberia during these years. (Unless Maria Bustill Robeson or
someone else had known of the connection and passed it on.) In May 1904 the Press ran a story
about “Siberia in Winter” focusing on the very city where Richard Greener lived—Vladivostok.
The article described a four-month period of “Black and Deadly Frost,” the dangerous cold of
nights, the abuse of alcohol, women’s skirts lined with fur, and a harbor frozen into a dull gray ice
block.32 It must have been uncomfortable for the Greenes when Richard Greener once again
rose to public prominence, even from Siberia.But what Belle gained most from her few years at
Princeton was her training for what would become her lifework. This opportunity alone was
surely a reason for Belle to put aside whatever discomforts the southern racial atmosphere may
have brought. Rare books—whether the handwritten pre–printing press volumes or the early
editions produced by presses—were hardly the kind of riches most children dreamed of. But
Belle claimed to be uniquely predisposed to love them. She later explained,I knew definitely by



the time I was twelve years old that I wanted to work with rare books. I loved them even then, the
sight of them, the wonderful feel of them, the romance and thrill of them. Before I was sixteen I
had begun my studies, omitting the regular college courses that many girls take before they have
found out what they want to do.33Belle may have been referring to her summer course at
Amherst or Princeton when she mentioned specialized studies, cutting four to ten years off her
age, as would be her practice for her entire life.Her interest in books was also an artistic one.
Decades later Belle explained that manuscripts were generally better preserved than paintings
and therefore contained the “fullest, most authentic, and most convenient source for the
comparative study of painting and the allied arts during the Middle Ages.”34 Her fascination with
illuminated manuscripts, especially, was not a popular or easy interest to pursue at the turn of
the twentieth century. Illuminated manuscripts were hand-printed books named for their colorful,
artistic illustrations. Most were produced before the development of the printing press allowed
multiple copies of the same text to be reproduced exactly. Illuminated manuscripts were unique,
even when they were carefully copied versions of common texts like the Old Testament, the
Gospels, or the Koran.35 Few examples of such manuscripts were available in the United
States, and fewer experts able to analyze their historical, artistic, and scholarly value. Greene
may have dated her interest in rare books to her childhood, but it is quite likely she had never
seen any rare pre-fifteenth-century illuminated manuscripts, which were to become the basis of
her work for Morgan and her lifelong passion, until she began working at Princeton University
Library.Belle later told people that she had apprenticed with “the best bibliographer in America,”
going to Princeton for the express purpose of working with Ernest Cushing Richardson.
Richardson held the position of Librarian of Princeton University from 1890 to 1925.36 There is
no archival record at Princeton to link Greene directly with Richardson as an apprentice or
protégée. Library reports did not detail the daily activities and interactions of the librarians and
their assistants and clerks. Belle probably began her work as a general clerk or cataloguer. But
by the time she left, she had begun to work with the rare books and manuscripts, whether
informally or formally.37 And even if she had no structured work relationship with Richardson,
she would have used the resources of the library, attended any talks he gave, and learned as
much as she could from Richardson, from Charlotte Martins, and from others working in the
library whom Richardson had taught.In fact, Richardson trained many younger librarians while
working at Princeton, both through his classes and through his work at the library. Belle
considered herself one of his students, and it is not a far stretch to presume that she had already
developed her skill at gaining information and informal training in fields that interested her from
experts firsthand. These were the years of hard work that she later credited with preparing her
for her success as curator of Morgan’s Library.38 At Princeton she learned many crucial skills
and gained invaluable experience in precisely the fields that Morgan would need. And Ernest
Richardson was just the person to orient her to these fields.Professionally, Richardson is
probably best remembered for devising a cataloguing system and constructing the National
Union Catalog of the Library of Congress. However, as a teacher as well as a librarian at



Princeton, Richardson focused on teaching bibliography and paleography (the study of ancient
manuscripts) in his classes. And this emphasis in his teaching and his own scholarship offers
the strongest indication of his influence on the young Belle Greene. (That Belle also learned the
importance of a good catalogue at Princeton is evident from her 1914 letter to the New York
Times in which she corrected an error in a previous interview and noted that she had begun to
study the British Museum’s printed library catalogue ten years previously at the Princeton
University Library.)39With a semester release from residency each year, Richardson took near-
annual trips to Europe, where he frequented libraries and book dealers, bringing back originals
when he could afford them and facsimiles when he could not. He also used the time to study
rare and sometimes unique manuscripts held in European museums, libraries, and churches.40
Greene followed Richardson’s example of making regular pilgrimages to Europe’s museums and
libraries and dealers as soon as she was financially able. He made his European trips in 1902,
1903, and 1904, so Belle would have heard about these trips and seen whatever books he
brought back to the library. Richardson had not been able to purchase the rare and expensive
illuminated manuscripts for Princeton, but by 1898 Princeton’s library boasted a large number of
facsimiles: exact copies of ancient texts for students (and aspiring young librarians) to study.
Princeton was also developing a collection of early editions of printed books, which Belle would
also come to admire and study.41Richardson’s emphasis on paleography reflected his loyalty to
European traditions and materials. He believed that the study of handwritten, especially ancient
and medieval, texts was erroneously absent in American scholarship; Europe was still the center
of these fields of study. Belle would later share Richardson’s goal of teaching American
librarians and scholars the basics of paleography and raising American scholarship to be on par
with that of Europe. Under Richardson, Belle could have learned to distinguish and decipher
ancient scripts and languages as well as the history and development of writing itself. At a more
advanced level, scholars would be able to determine the region or origin, approximate date of
production, and sometimes even the individual writer of a manuscript. Belle would eventually
reach this level of expertise as well. She had already begun to learn European languages, a
requisite ability for students of many fields.Richardson sought to elevate America’s intellectual
standing by immersing Americans in the art and culture of European and ancient Western
civilization. But he looked beyond the popular paintings and sculpture of the Italian Renaissance,
which were creating a stir in America, to recognize the artistic and scholarly significance of early
books and manuscripts. In this interest, Richardson was supported by Junius S. Morgan, J.P.’s
nephew and Associate Librarian at Princeton during Belle’s time there.42Junius Morgan must
indeed also be counted as a major influence in Belle’s book training at Princeton. A class of
1888 Princeton graduate, Junius was an avid bibliophile and member (along with his uncle) of
New York’s Grolier Club. Dedicated to the study and production of books, the Grolier Club had
been founded in 1884 and named for a French Renaissance bookmaker, collector, and art
patron, Jean Grolier. By 1890 it had a home at 29 East Thirty-second Street, right in the Murray
Hill district near the homes of “everyone worth mentioning” to the society men who made up its



exclusive membership. Junius had initiated most of Pierpont Morgan’s first purchases of his pre–
printing press books, and dropped by often to examine his uncle’s collection and advise on new
or potential buys.43Junius also presented the Princeton University Library with several fifteenth-
and sixteenth-century rare editions of printed books. These early printed books, or incunabula,
represented the first century of publications after the development of the printing press around
1450. He began purchasing editions of Virgil as a student and, beginning in 1894, donated
dozens, even hundreds of books to the library. The Junius S. Morgan Virgil Collection now
boasts over nine hundred volumes. The local newspaper often noted the library’s acquisitions,
which usually took the form of gifts, and Junius Morgan’s name appeared regularly as a donor. In
1905 alone, Morgan gave fifty volumes, mostly bibliographical works. And in 1904 the library
received a fifteenth-century manuscript from another alumnus, purchased through Bernard
Quaritch of London.44Belle and Junius Morgan became fast friends while she was at Princeton.
Belle later confessed that she had started loving him “simultaneously with putting up my hair
from pig tails.” As a “kid,” she recalled, she had a huge crush on Junius—“which I secretly
gloated over as the tragedy of my young life.” (Junius was married.) And he apparently took great
pride in her, if not open credit for her subsequent rise in fortune and reputation. He told her once
of listening with amusement when someone highly praised her to him, since that speaker
“evidently did not know or realize that I had brought you up.”45In recommending Belle to his
uncle, Junius brought another passionate bibliophile, one he had influenced and trained, into his
project of developing Morgan’s book collection. At the same time he brought Belle to the
opportunity of her life, affording her unlimited access to rare and invaluable treasures. No
wonder she was so devoted to her benefactor, later calling him her “mad, bad, Beloved
Junius.”46 She also put aside her crush and became good friends with his wife. Throughout the
decades she spent weekends in Princeton with Junius and his family, declared herself
“dreadfully fond of him,” and told a friend, “[We] have always been perfectly frank and openly
confidential—he evidently has told me more of his troubles than anyone else.”47 After Pierpont
Morgan’s death, she drew even closer to Junius, declaring, “I am very much devoted to him and
would choose him as my own from all the Morgan family if I had to choose.”48The summer at
Amherst, these few years at Princeton, and Junius’s recommendation were probably all the
credentials Belle brought with her to her interview with Morgan. But her lack of institutionalized
library education was far from uncommon for her time and field. After all, Richardson himself had
no formal library training. Neither had her father, for that matter, when he became Librarian of the
University of South Carolina. On the other hand, while he participated in the apprentice-mentor
method of training the next generation, Richardson strongly championed the formation of a
formal, specialized education for librarians and advocated the development of library schools at
major universities even before the profession and educational institutions adopted this path.
Belle’s was probably the last generation in the United States in which an individual with no
formal training or degrees in library science could become a director of a major archive or
library.And Belle had not been Junius’s first choice for his uncle’s position. He had already tried



to hire Henry Watson Kent, a fellow member of the Grolier Club. While Belle was at Princeton,
Kent had been a librarian for the Grolier Club, earning $2,400 per year. In 1905 he was offered
the Morgan position for $3,000 a year, but he turned it down for a position at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. By the time Belle found out that Kent’s proposed salary was more than three
times what she was given, she was no longer in a position to object, because she herself was
making $10,000 at that point. She could afford to dismiss “him as was offered my job” now that
she had proven her own worth—and thoroughly convinced J.P. that Kent was completely
unworthy. She speculated that Kent might be making only $5,000 at most at the museum, “so the
Joke is on him—at least for the present. Of course he may be a Museum director some day.”49 It
would have been taken for granted by all parties that a woman would earn markedly less than a
man for the same job. Belle herself later recommended individual women as bibliographers or
research assistants, reminding prospective employers that women were cheaper to hire. And the
difference in starting offers was further justified by Kent’s college education. He was in the first
class of the Columbia Library School, where he studied with Melvil Dewey, creator of the Dewey
Decimal System.50Compared with Henry Kent, Belle was a gamble of a hire. She had no
degree, no formal library training, no experience managing or overseeing a library collection. But
Junius, a “latent creator” of Morgan’s collection, could not have regretted the outcome of his
search.51 Junius hoped not only to help his uncle but also to further his own interest in Morgan’s
continued appreciation and acquisition of such items. Who better to place in a position to guide
and assist his uncle than a brilliant but unknown woman who shared Junius’s passion and owed
her leap in fortune to him?And so, sometime toward the end of 1905, Junius Morgan brought
Belle to meet his financial mogul uncle, J. Pierpont Morgan. By the time Belle came to work for
him, probably in January 1906, Morgan had established his collection of incunabula and
illuminated manuscripts.52 The printed portion of his collection was kept largely in his home in
New York, in a room literally overflowing with papers and books, or was on loan or otherwise
scattered. The newly constructed Library would meet his need for a place to keep them all.
Initially Belle’s job was simply to take charge of the organization and care of the books. It quickly
became much, much more.In 1906 Richardson’s annual report on the Princeton University
Library mentioned the loss of several unnamed key librarians and two more in lesser
positions,53 but Belle’s departure was not noted in local newspapers. Nor did her arrival at
Morgan’s Library merit any particular recognition outside of her family and close circles of
friends. It was only later that curious reporters, friends, and fans would try to trace the path of
Belle da Costa Greene’s rise in fortunes.4BELLE GREENE, GIRL LIBRARIANPeople who meet
for the first time the young tutelary genius of Mr. Morgan’s Library, take for granted that any girl
so fond of society, so fashionable in dress and appointments, and with such a comet’s tail of
admirers, must owe her position with its large salary to “pull,” and that it is probably a sinecure
anyway. Little they know.—Gertrude Atherton, 19171She wears her hair long and does not use
glasses, runs to Europe on secret missions, and is the terror of continental collectors’ agents.
Her name is Belle Green.—Chicago Daily Tribune, 19212IN EARLY 1906 Belle da Costa Greene



returned to full-time residence in New York and began her work at the Morgan Library. She
resumed living with her family: brother Russell was taking graduate courses at Columbia; sisters
Louise and Ethel were, like their mother, working as teachers. Young Theodora was in school.
The family members were doing better than they had since their father’s departure. But in the
1905 New York State census, only Ethel and Belle (listed as Marian) reported regular wage
income. Mary was probably a tutor or music teacher, like her mother, working out of the home
with private students. All were listed as white and would be white in official documents for the
rest of their lives.3 Belle’s new job, and its $75-a-month salary, was a relief to the whole family.
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Holly D. Chance, “Wonderful Story about a Fascinating Woman!. Such a good read! Without
giving too much away, the writers tell a wonderful story about an extremely private woman who
made a name for herself in a time where such opportunities were slim. Very highly
recommended!!!!”

Swan, “Belle da Costa. The life of the Belle da Costa makes for fascinating reading. The librarian
of JP Morgan, she reinvented herself at a young age to become an influential and educated
authority on the artifacts for the complex and wealthy JP. Well written with good historical
references throughout.”

Evangeline, “Understandable but Tragic Sacrifice.. An interesting and inspirational history of a
very real women, her family, loves, and work. They made huge sacrifices fortunately not required
in most of the world today. Her legacy lives on!”

denise, “How could they not tell. She was BLACK!!!. Stories like these should be pushed for
Black History, but the media shows and promotes the same stories, and characters. Not that the
standard names and institutions were insignificant, but this gives a psychological sickness of the
racial mentality of America, but shows how many people of color could not be their true selves. I
have a feeling Morgan knew she was black and didn't care. She looked blacker than many of the
current bi-racial celebrities today. She looked unmistakably black! I don't know how they didn't
know, but I believe some knew. For Greene's father to literally abandon them, while promoting
black causes etc.. so I'm sure that traumatized her, constant fear of being found out. I don't know
if blacks helped assist "passers", but mentally she was quick and knew people on a highly
evolved mind, and was able to elevate herself from those of the "first mind. She could not have
been truly happy because America forced her to tell little white lies to gain acceptance.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Morgan Library. Beautiful story.... very informative and issues still
relevant VTI day.”

G. I. Rosoff, “Lady ahead of her times. Loved this book and loved Belle. If you have ever been to
the Morgan Library and loved it this book is a must read. Beautiful, smart and sassy she delights
and never ever shows fear. Perhaps in this day and age mixed marriages seem common but
were not in Belle's time. JP Morgan respected her and trusted her taste and judgement. What
we see today is because of them. Read the book and enter their world. Then read The House
of Morgan.”

john comito, “Better than expected!. Book arrived promptly in Like New condition whereas it was
listed as Good condition. Very happy with purchase.”



Mamie, “also visited the Morgan library. My book group chose this book to go along with a field
trip to the Morgan library in New York as well as it meeting our diversity themed book
requirement. The book was wonderful, especially during a time when race was not as widely
understood. We thought Bella had a wildly interesting life. At the Morgan library, more
information was given on the artifacts in the library vs. information on Bella's life there.”

Dr. Eckehart Koehler, “Erstklassig. Die Ardizzone hat sehr viel Primärforschung geleistet und
bringt ein liebevolle aber abgewogene Biographie zustande, mit vielen Details über das soziale
Umfeld.”
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